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ABSTRACT 
Finding one's  sense of belonging has the capability to serve as the tipping 
point between success in college, and failure. According to McMillian and Chavis 
( 1 996), sense of belonging can be defined as the sense of community that 
members feel when they are in an environment and around other members. A way 
to achieve premier sense of belonging is by the creation of a caring, supportive 
and welcoming environment within the university. This study was designed to 
focus on the importance campus space plays in the creation of sense of belonging. 
Using a qualitative approach known as photovoice, the researcher provided 
cameras to four unique students and asked them to take photos of space on 
campus that impact them, and then engaged in dialogue about the photos. The 
participants represented four different identities and interests of students:  a 
sorority member, a resident assistant, a student athlete, and an underrepresented 
student. Results varied by each participant' s  interest. The photos taken 
represented spaces on campus frequently used or often used in the past; residence 
halls, recreation facility, iconic locations, and study locations. After analysis, the 
physical environment of campus serves as a conduit to belonging and the 
intentional creation of spaces for students to engage will have an impact. 
Key words : sense of belonging, campus space, photovoice 
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Introduction 
There are no clearly defined criteria for an ideal environment that can 
meet everyone' s  requirements . We are much more likely to achieve an optimum 
environment when critical decisions about constructing and changing the 
environment are in the hands of the people who live and function in it (Moos, 
1 986) .  This is the opportunity that higher education institutions have in creating 
the best possible culture for a student. To do so, they need a deep understanding 
of campus environments and what students utilize within the campus space. 
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The campus and its facilities are the face of an institution, and 
approximately 26% of high school students say that if facilities are not up to their 
standards then they will not enroll in that particular university (Suttell, 2007) . An 
important player in a student 's  search for their perfect institutional fit or sense of 
belonging is figuring out the role they will play in the campus's  physical 
environment (Cooper, Field, Goswami, Jenkins, Sahakian, 2009). According to. 
Strange and Banning (200 1 )  the ability of an institution to carry out their 
educational mission heavily relies on their understanding and shaping ability of 
environmental features. The campus community will benefit from a thorough 
understanding of the physical environment that is needed for students to succeed. 
From physical plant operators and maintenance personnel to faculty, academic 
administrators, and student affairs staff, anyone who has an impact on the 
student' s  daily lives either positive or negative should understand the implications 
the environment has on the student experience (Strange & Banning, 200 1 ) .  The 
environment contributes to their institutional fit with the university, and 
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researchers have studied the impact of the social aspect and have emphasized 
institutional fit and academic fit for an individual in the selection of a college 
campus (Belk, 1 988,  Pan, 20 1 1 ,  Tinto, 1 993). Institutional fit, as stated by Renn 
& Reason (20 1 3) is how well a person associates themselves with their 
environment. At a university level, it is a student having a similar set of values 
and cultural norms with regard to administration and leadership of the institution. 
A university that understands the importance of institutional fit can 
intentionally create specific locations on campus that foster positive feelings and a 
sense of connection (O'Keefe, 20 1 3) .  Some of the potential positive impacts of an 
environment are reduced agitation and anxiety, increasing the involvement of 
students within social and intellectual activities (Cooper, Field, Goswami, 
Jenkins, & Sahakian, 2009) . Universities are built environments that have great 
potential for shaping experiences and influencing the student life, not to mention 
recruitment and retention (Heimstra & Mcfarling, 1 974) . The first impression a 
potential student has is the most impactful on their final decision of where to 
attend college (Weygand, 2002) . A big role in the first impression is the building 
facades, the interiors, the quadrangles, the landscape, the sense of space and form. 
This includes how the individual pictures themselves in the environment. Not 
only is it important on their first visit, it can have a larger impact on the student' s 
transition to college and the overall educational experience (Weygand, 2002) . 
Given the complexity of the postsecondary landscape, it is important to 
consider how students interact with and within different campus environments 
(Renn & Reason, 20 1 3) .  This rise in importance will require universities to 
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continuously consider assessing and improving the campus space they are 
providing to students. It must be a space that allows for the maximization of 
student development if institutions want to see successful students attend and 
remain at their university. Understanding how students use the campus space is as 
important as knowing what specific places are being used. If universities 
understand why students use the space, what they are doing in the space, and how 
to use changes they have a powerful tool in determining what areas to improve 
and maintain (Renn & Reason, 20 1 3 , p 83) .  
To achieve the highest capacity of fit, a student should also be committed 
to the same educational values and ideals (Spelman & Johnson, 20 1 4) .  To commit 
to the administration' s values, morals, and ideals, a student needs to feel 
connected and satisfied in the campus space. According to Bluyssen, et al . (20 1 1 ), 
studies show that environment influences users behavior, comfort, health and 
productivity. The specific aspects of how environments impact students the most 
are not yet completely understood. This study will attempt to further the research 
on what specific areas of the physical environment impact students the most. 
Purpose of Study 
I am a firm believer that any type of experience we have as humans, 
whether positive or negative is a direct result of our environment. This is very 
prevalent in a higher education setting, and was my experience during my 
undergraduate studies. From the moment I stepped onto campus at the University 
of Wisconsin-Whitewater, I knew it was the place I wanted to spend the next four 
years of my life. I experienced what is often referred to as that feeling you get 
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when you step onto campus. Everything from the drive into town, the parking lot, 
the tour guides, the buildings, the green grass, the food, the residence halls, and 
the people were perfect. It was clear to me that administration at UW-Whitewater 
understood what it took to produce the most inviting campus. Throughout my 
years at the institution, I had many opportunities to interact with my environment. 
Walking around campus, it is clear that they cared about the space students were 
interacting in. Grass was routinely maintained, flowers grown, roads plowed in 
the winter, and buildings updated when necessary. Two years prior to my arrival, 
a new student union was constructed in the middle of campus. With it being 
located in the heart of campus, the majority of students entered the building on a 
daily basis.  It was a place where students studied, ate, worked and spent time with 
friends. I had the fortunate opportunity to work in the building for more than two 
years, and I attribute much of my positive experience to the student union and the 
rest of the campus space. 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the institutional fit and sense 
of belonging from the perspective of a student by looking at the importance 
campus space plays in a student' s  college experience through what spaces create 
the highest satisfaction, and how students are specifically using those spaces. 
According to Moos' ( 1 986), there is a suitable amount of information regarding 
the impact that campus environments have on students, but there is something 
missing regarding the ways to achieve the impact. The steps that need to be taken 
to maximize the environment is relatively unknown, and this study aims to fill in 
some of those gaps. 
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A qualitative method was utilized to receive individual students' 
perspective. This was achieved using photography and individual interviews as 
the main data collection tools.  This method is referred to as Photovoice. 
"Photovoice is a process by which people can identify, represent, and enhance 
their community through a specific photographic technique" (Hesse-Biber and 
Leavy, 20 1 0, p 20) . The goals of a study utilizing photovoice are as follows; to 
empower and enable people to reflect their personal and community concerns, to 
encourage a dialogue and to transfer knowledge and information about personal 
and community issues through discussions about photographs among participants, 
and to access the perception of those not in control of various problem issues and 
share this information with those who are in control (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 
20 1 0) Using a unique approach like photography allowed students to personally 
express themselves to the researcher. Using the photovoice technique compared to 
the more commonly used approaches allowed subjects a way to share their 
experiences in a more open and creative analysis of student perception 
(Harrington & Schibik, 2003) .  Attracting and retaining students to a university is 
a very challenging task for universities. Understanding how students use space 
can assist universities in maintaining, updating, and promoting campus spaces to 
current and prospective students. 
Research Questions 
Due to the role physical space plays in the development of a student's 
institutional fit, this research sought to gain an understanding of what creates 
student satisfaction in campus space. 
RQl :  What spaces do students utilize on campus and why? 
RQ2: How do students describe their use of these spaces? 
RQ3 : How do students describe their connection to these spaces? 
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RQ4: How do students describe their level o f  satisfaction at the institution 
and what influence do these spaces have on their satisfaction? 
Significance of the Study 
"Higher education environments are diverse, multiplying, and changing in 
the twenty-first century" (Renn & Reason, 20 1 3 ,  pg 77). If universities know how 
space is used, they can better design it. This research will help universities in the 
evaluation of the students'  needs and wants. Understanding how the space is used 
will lead to more successful recruitment and retention. Recruitment is becoming 
more important than ever given today' s educational system of universities in a 
race to get the highest enrollment numbers as possible. To achieve their goals, 
universities need to focus on their tactics for recruitment. Part of that recruitment 
process is campus tours to potential students. More than a quarter of all high 
school students claim that if facilities are not up to their standards then they will 
not enroll at that particular university (Suttell, 2007). Therefore, the physical 
space needs to be in prime condition and should be up to par every single time 
there is a campus tour. 
After a student arrives on campus at the start of their college career, the 
university' s  focus shifts to retaining the student. Campuses need to show off their 
spaces, and the photographs taken and interviews conducted provide insight into 
how students make meaning of the spaces. When the institution does plan for 
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future additions to the campus space, it is important to understand if the campus 
space promotes a positive feeling toward the university. If not, it might not be 
worth the large financial undertaking. However, not all universities have the 
capability to upgrade facilities; so another goal of the research is how the campus 
can utilize what they have. Research has been done on the idea of campus space, 
but the technique of photography or photovoice is only an emerging field in 
which research is more limited. 
Limitations 
Within this study there are limitations. There was the financial limitation 
of purchasing cameras for each participant; however this was unavoidable and 
necessary in the research design. Time was a limitation because the participants 
were operating on their own time and were expected to take photos according to 
the researcher' s timeline. The researcher worked with each participant to develop 
a realistic timeline. 
The participants themselves presented several limitations. The participants 
were limitations because they could have told the researcher false or fabricated 
information in order to be socially acceptable. The possibility of the participants 
not providing a true portrait of their experiences was a limitation because they 
might have just taken photos of what was convenient. The participants' feelings 
of connection were subjective, therefore if repeated at a different campus it would 
produce different results . The study was conducted during one period of time 
during the year; therefore it could have led to results that were not representative 
of a student's entire school year. This was combated in the interview process by 
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selecting sophomore/juniors/seniors who reflected on their previous years and 
their experiences throughout. The study was conducted on one campus; therefore 
the results were representative of the feelings of all college students. In an effort 
to get the best information, the researcher studied a group of participants that 
represented all genders, ethnicity, and involvement in various student 
opportunities. As the researcher, I was a limitation. I had my own biases towards 
the campus, since I did not attend the study institution; I have a limited 
knowledge of the undergraduate experience on this campus. My reactions and 
responses during the interview process could have altered the participant' s  
feelings, and I worked to remain neutral in  the interview. Additionally, I worked 
with a thesis advisor to maintain the highest level of integrity throughout. 
Definition of Terms 
The following are a list of definitions of terms and concepts important to 
understanding the study. 
Campus Space. In this study, the campus space will be referred to as 
anything physical on the campus (e.g. Residence halls, student union, green space, 
and library) 
Institutional Fit. Institutional fit will refer to how comfortable a student 
feels in their university' s  environment and how their values align with the 
university's .  
Retention. Retention is when an enrolled student decides to return to the 
university after their first year and remains enrolled until degree completion is 
considered retention (Hagedorn, 2005). 
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Residence Hall. A residence hall is considered an on campus living and a 
place for students to reside (Brandon, Cameron, Hirt, 2008). 
Green Space. Green space refers to open grassy areas on campus that 
students can function in. 
Summary 
Chapter one contained a detailed introduction to the proposed study. 
Chapter two will contain a detailed account of the literature that has been 
developed regarding specific campus spaces and their importance to students as 
well as theories about student development. 
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CHAPTER II 
Review of Literature 
A large emphasis is being placed on the physical environment as it 
correlates to a student' s  sense of belonging (Goodenow, 1 993). It is important for 
the administration at every institution of higher education to understand what it 
takes to better serve the needs of students as it relates to physical space. To do so, 
they must have knowledge of the different aspects that make up the environment 
students are engaging in. 
Space 
The campus space is an important piece of the student experience during 
their college career. This study took place at a rural, mid-sized, Midwestern 
university, referred to as Midwest College. To understand these concepts we will 
use a fictional young woman named Emily to illustrate a student' s  experience in 
the collegiate environment from the beginning stages of the college search to on­
campus visits and finally settling in on campus. As Emily begins her college 
search process she is interested in many different types of schools ranging from 
private liberal arts to public research institutions. As she begins her search she 
looks at institutional websites, reads the literature that is sent to her home, and 
talks with current students and alums from various institutions. Throughout her 
search, she identifies that campuses put heavy emphasis on the physical 
environment as well as campuses that do not. The next step in this process is 
visiting the campus itself and depending on what campuses she visits, she will 
experience different emotional reactions. 
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The effect of space can be positive or negative depending on each 
individual user, however, in today's  society, positive behaviors will be a result of 
a space they are attracted to in terms of design, layout, and openness (Strange and 
Banning, 200 1 ) . Aiding in that process is the components of all human 
environments. These components help develop students by prodding, bending, 
and shaping the behaviors and are as follows-Physical, human, organizational, 
and constructed (Strange and Banning, 200 1 ) . 
Physical. Physical space consists of the basic layout of a campus, open 
spaces, lawns, parking lots, and buildings (Strange & Banning, 200 1 ) . The 
physical environment communicates non-verbally and has the ability to influence 
student satisfaction and behavior. Emily researches potential universities she 
would like to attend, she visits various schools and has some positive experiences 
as she walks through a picturesque outdoor quad, or grabs lunch in the cafeteria, 
or tours the residence hall. At others she had negative reactions as she sees 
construction impeding walkways, outdated furniture in lounges, trash piled up, or 
visits classrooms that are either too large or too small. Prospective college 
students put a high emphasis on the importance of physical features of a campus 
and these are often one of the most critical factors in a successful first impression 
(Stumer, 1 973,  Thelin & Yankovich, 1 987) .  
Barker ( 1 968) states that the college campus is a behavioral setting made 
up of the human aspect and the nonhuman aspect. The human aspect of the 
environment is the people who are in the space. The nonhuman components 
include pathways, parking lots, fields, statuary, artwork, and buildings. Behavior 
20 
is a result of the human and nonhuman environments interacting with each other 
(Barker, 1 968) .  Upon arriving on campus, for her visit to Midwest College, Emily 
and her family noticed the grass and open fields were neatly maintained, the 
buildings were renovated, students are interacting in the various spaces, and the 
classrooms were updated with the newest technology. 
Today' s college search may not begin with a campus visit. Before Emily 
conducted her on-campus visits she likely gathered information about the 
university from their website. What she found was that many institutions provided 
images of students spending time on campus, in the classroom, at sporting events, 
and with fellow students; which allowed Emily to begin to picture herself fitting 
in at the institution. In today' s college search process, the use of technology is 
immensely common. The majority of potential students will interact with an 
institution' s website before they ever step foot on campus (Wallace, 2000) . 
According to Josh Keller (2008) at the Chronicle of Higher Education, a quarter 
of prospective students will decide not to apply to a university if they are not 
satisfied with their website. The use of technology was not originally identified as 
one of the environments by Strange and Banning (20 13), however, in today's era 
of technology, it cannot be ignored. Students use technology in a wide variety of 
ways. Not only are students researching institutions and learning about college by 
looking at their websites, they are also using social media. 
(http://www.nacacnet.org, n.a., 2009) Knowing this, institutions must put 
emphasis on the development of this online environment (National Association 
for College Admission Counseling, 2009) . Providing pictures that are inviting and 
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portraying the successes of the university i s  important in creating a connection for 
prospective students. 
According to Heather Wallace (2000) from Student Affairs On-line, web 
masters can choose what spaces of the campus are featured on the website. Emily 
may look up information about the different residential options, the location of the 
residence halls in relation to academic buildings, and how the campus looks at 
various times of the year. The Pew Research Center (20 1 0) reported that 83% of 
1 8-29 year olds are actively engaged with social media. In 20 1 4, 87% of those 
same students did not leave home without their cellular device. This means that 
today' s generation of college students are using technology and social media for 
the majority of their information. Strange in 1 996 suggested that campus tours 
would be replaced by online virtual tours and many college websites today have 
such videos. The reason being is that today's postsecondary students were born 
into a world in which social interactions and information seeking are commonly 
done online (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008) . Included in that is the mobile sites of 
colleges and universities. 
Human Aggregate. Human interaction on campus is difficult to pre­
evaluate by individuals, and to Emily it will be important for her to discover the 
student interaction at Midwestern University as she visits and then attends the 
institution. Environments are transmitted through people (Holland, 1 973). "The 
human characteristics influence the degree to which people are attracted to, 
satisfied within, and retained by those environments" (Moos, 1 986, p. 286). 
Therefore, an essential deciding factor for Emily is how she interacted with 
people during her campus visit. 
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In 1 966, Clark and Trow developed the concept of the four subcultures 
within the human aggregate after assessing the extent to which students identify 
with the ideas of their institution. According to Clark and Trow ( 1 966), the 
character of an institution is a function of the dominant subculture. The 
subcultures are academic, nonconformist, collegiate, and the vocational student. 
The institution' s character derives from the dominance of one of these sub­
cultures, and to fully understand the culture, the institution needs to identify the 
influence each one can have. Subcultures become evident before stepping onto 
campus as a potential student, and that is because of today' s technology and use 
of websites. "Dominant features of the environment are a reflection of the 
dominant characteristics of the people within it" (Wallace, 2000). Before Emily 
arrives at school she will have preconceived ideas about what she is interested in 
getting involved with, and upon arrival, she can determine which groups she will 
join. Her campus visit can assist with this process after learning about the 
different options presented by the institution and her major course of study. 
Academic subculture. Academic subculture is the culture that associates 
themselves with the ideas and values of the university. Students falling in to this 
subculture typically work hard, achieve academic success, and participate actively 
in campus life. They are "seriously involved in their coursework; and they 
identify themselves with their college and faculty. They perceive their school as 
an institution that supports intellectual values and learning opportunities" (Walsh, 
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1 973 , p. 42) . These are the students who are most likely to continue on to 
graduate and professional schools because they place a premium on the 
institution' s intellectual life, they understand the concept of life-long learning. If 
Emily is excited about the classes available at Midwestern University; sees 
academically focused organizations she would like to join, and connects with 
other faculty and students in her classes then she would have a strong connection 
to the academic subculture. 
Nonconformist subculture. If Emily believes heavily in academics, but 
not as much in getting involved on campus, then she would fit in the category of 
nonconformist. According to Walsh ( 1 973), nonconformists are similar in their 
ideals of the academics. Apart from the views about studying and working hard, 
they are detached from the extracurricular activities a college has to offer. This 
subculture values independence and individualistic styles, personal identity and 
self-awareness (Walsh, 1 973). 
Collegiate subculture. The third subculture proposed by Walsh ( 1 973) is 
the collegiate. This subculture tends to view college differently than the first two 
subcultures. These students value campus social life, extracurricular activities, 
athletics, living group functions, and intimate friendships. They are highly 
involved on campus and excited about the opportunities to make a difference to 
the campus outside of the classroom. They will attend the homecoming parade 
and football game but won't be seen at the academic department discussion group 
(Walsh, 1 973). If Emily fits in with this group, she will enjoy the social events 
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but place less emphasis on her schoolwork. Collegiate students are loyal to their 
university, but do not succumb to the intellectual demands and are resistant to it. 
Lastly, the vocational subculture consists of students who don't care 
about the ideas and involvement within the institution. They see higher education 
as a vocational training ground where they will learn what they need to do the job 
they desire (Walsh 1 973) .  As individuals are looking for the college they want to 
attend they often fit in to this category because they are focused on finding a 
college with a specific major that will get them a specific job.  Since Emily is 
taking her time and evaluating all aspects of a university, it is unlikely she fits in 
the vocational subculture as a prospective student. Once at college Emily may 
seek out opportunities to complete internships or job shadow to learn more about 
the type of work she would like to do rather than to get involved on campus or 
engaged in the academic culture of the institution. 
Organizational. In 1 94 7, Max Weber first articulated the nature of 
organized environments. For every human environment, an organized structure 
affects their functioning. Organizational environments are purposefully created in 
order to achieve specific goals.  They can have expressed purposes and implied 
purposes. Either a stated mission complete with specific goals and objectives can 
define them, or organizations can just have a broad consensual understanding of 
its overall purpose. Kuh ( 1 996) stated that each organization has seven 
components, they are: complexity, centralization, formalization, stratification, 
production, efficiency, and morale. All of these components will affect the 
students' experience differently. For instance, centralization refers to the way 
decisions are made in the campus environment (Strange and Banning, 200 1 ) . 
Institutional decisions should always incorporate the students. Strange and 
Banning (200 1 )  believe some of the important decisions include what classes 
should be offered and when they will be scheduled, as well as the number of 
assignments, due dates, and how budgets will be spent. 
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When potential students are walking around campus, it is not easy to see 
the organizational structure. The impact that the organizational structure has is 
something students rarely even consider early in their career because it is things 
like policies, and course registration. They are unaware of how breaking a policy 
will affect them and how stressful course registration is. Emily will not 
necessarily pick up on it because it is often internal. She will not necessarily learn 
about it until she chooses what school she wants to attend. At many universities, 
the focus on the organizational structure is the one that students are least impacted 
by (Kuh, 1 996). A university' s website attempts to show the organizational 
structure by creating individual pages for each department on campus. It is a 
highly complex structure in which each have necessary items they address on the 
website. Emily has the chance to go back home, look on the website, and learn 
about all of the different departments she has the opportunity to get involved with 
before attending her first day on campus, her first class, or even her first advising 
meeting. 
Constructed. When taking a campus tour, everyone in the group will have 
different experiences within the same physical environment. Emily will have a 
totally different viewpoint from the other high school students on the tour. The 
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fourth aspect of space is the constructed environment. This environment differs 
from the previous three in the sense that it relies on the subjective views and 
experiences of the people within the environments (Strange & Banning, 200 1 ) . 
The views and experiences vary greatly depending on the person, and that is what 
makes it unique. The physical environment won't change on a regular basis, but 
yet the people' s  experiences are very subjective. Examining collective personal 
perspectives of an environment is crucial to understanding the reactions people 
will have upon entering the environment (Banning & Strange, 200 1 ) . Perceptions 
are reality; therefore what a student sees and feels is what the environment truly 
is. From the standpoint of recruitment, it is important to understand what students 
may feel or connect with online and in person when they visit the campus. The 
more institutions understand this, the better their recruiting efforts will be. 
Much like on campus, the perception one sees of the campus on a website 
is the user' s reality. If the website is not representative of the institution, it could 
negatively affect the school and selection process of potential students. 
Institutions providing online virtual campus tours could have a major impact on 
the recruitment of students. Not only do universities have to now focus on the 
improvement of physical campus tours, but also on how they highlight their 
campus in the online virtual tours. Students have the desire to see the campus 
before physically being there. Companies such as You Visit, Rift, and Oculus are 
being contracted out by schools such as Yale, West Virginia University, West 
Point in response to today' s college recruiting trends (Newlon, 20 14) .  
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Institutional Fit/Sense of Belonging 
Institutional fit as defined by McMillian and Chavis ( 1 996) is the level of 
connection a student feels towards their university, and is a big proponent to the 
persistence of a student at an institution and may determine their level of success. 
Sense of belonging can be defined as the sense of community that members feel 
when they are in an environment and around other members (McMillian and 
Chavis, 1 996) . "The creation of a caring, supportive and welcoming environment 
within the university is critical in creating a sense of belonging. This can be 
achieved by the development of positive student/faculty relationships, the 
presence of a well resourced counseling center and the encouragement of 
diversity and difference" (O'Keeffe, 20 1 3 , p. 607). Sense of belonging is the other 
aspect of institutional fit that must be taken into consideration by college students 
as well as the actual institutions. Goodenow ( 1 993) described sense ofbelonging 
in educational environments as the following: 
Students' sense of being accepted, valued, included, and encouraged by 
others (teacher and peers) in the academic classroom setting and of feeling 
oneself to be an important part of the life and activity of the class. More 
than simple perceived liking or warmth, it also involves support and 
respect for personal autonomy and for the student as an individual (p. 25). 
For Emily, and every high school student looking to enter college, one of 
the most important factors is their sense of comfort and belonging on a campus. 
While Emily toured Midwest College, she began to feel a sense of connection and 
belonging. She saw how the buildings were designed, how they were laid out on 
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campus, she saw people smiling, playing catch in the quad, and she saw students 
sitting under trees reading and studying. Emily got the sense that the people on 
campus truly care about the institution and one another, and could picture herself 
there as well . When institutions are developing an environment that fosters 
learning and success for students there needs to be some intentionality toward 
creating a sense of belonging (O'Keeffe, 20 1 3) .  
Sense of belonging plays a large role in the retention of students. 
Approximately 22% of first-year college students do not return to school for their 
sophomore year and approximately 50% of students complete their degree in five 
years (ACT, 20 1 4) .  Students leave a university before graduation for a number of 
reasons :  academic difficulty, adjustment problems, uncertain goals, lack of 
commitment, inadequate finances, lack of student involvement, and poor 
institutional fit (Tinto, 200 1 ). This idea of institutional fit is one that is important 
because if a student cannot and does not see himself or herself on the campus they 
will not be retained (Renn & Reason, 20 1 3) .  Institutional fit needs to be a high 
priority of the institution. It is a two way street because if students don't feel 
comfortable in the environment they won't stay, and if they don't stay, the 
university will lose in the sense of tuition and retention rates. 
Recruitment and Retention 
If an admissions department wants the best crop of new students, they 
have to go where the prospective students are, and that is online. According to 
Karen Frakas of the Northeast Ohio Media Group (20 14), even in today' s 
landscape, universities continue to mail information, buy newspaper ad spots, 
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advertise via billboard and television, but they aren't reaching the students, they 
are reaching the parents. Students are online. Seventy percent listen to online 
radio, 25 percent use strictly mobile devices to surf the web, and 90 percent watch 
online videos, so that is where advertisements need to be placed (Frakas, 20 14) .  
The landscape of admissions recruitment is vastly different than it  has been in the 
past mainly due to the emergence of social media. 
The current generation of high school students has been exposed to 
technology and the internet their entire lives and the vast majority of 1 6-24 year 
olds are constantly connected to their phones, internet, social media, texting, 
music, etc. (Barnes & Mattson, 20 1 0) .  Before the actual campus becomes a factor 
in recruitment, universities need to master the art of social media. Teenagers and 
young adults process information in a way universities have not experienced. As a 
result of this, the challenge becomes finding a way to creatively and successfully 
reach them. Barnes and Mattson conducted a study in 2007 and a study in 2008 
regarding the social media usage habits of admissions departments across the 
country. In this study, social media refers to the usage of social networks 
(Facebook, Twitter, lnstagram, etc.), blogs, message/bulletin boards, podcasts, 
video-blogs, and wikis. When asked the simple question of whether or not they 
found social media to be important in recruitment, 89% of admissions 
departments feel that it is (Barnes & Mattson, 20 1 0) .  It is reported that 85% of 
college admissions offices are using at least one form of social media, with the 
most popular being social networks at 63 % (Barnes & Mattson, 20 1 0) .  
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Because the recruitment process begins through different social media and 
online outlets the students are looking to these sources as they make their first 
impressions. The physical features are often the most important factors in creating 
a critical first impression (Stumer, 1 973 ; Thelin & Yankovich, 1 987). The basic 
layout of the campus, open spaces, shaded lawns, clean parking lots, interior color 
schemes, the shape and design of residence halls or classrooms, library, gallery, 
an impressive fitness center, and even the weather on the campus tour day play a 
large role in the shaping of student perspectives (Stem, 1 986). With online 
mediums, institutions are able to show the best views on the best days to develop 
a strong and positive first impression. 
Retaining a student begins in the recruitment process through identifying 
students who fit in at the institution and value the same ideals as the institution. A 
student cannot be retained who was not a good fit in the beginning. The nature of 
recruitment and retention continues to evolve and is being shaped by the higher 
education campus and its facilities (Suttell, 2007). The recruitment and retention 
of students lies partially on the facilities the campus can provide. The campus 
and its facilities are the face of institution, and about 27% say that if facilities are 
not up to their standards then they will not enroll in that particular university 
(Suttell, 2007). If, on Emily' s visit to Midwest College she had saw well groomed 
landscape, comfortable lounges, students enjoying themselves, and connected 
with the institution she would be greatly disappointed if she found herself on 
campus months later with overgrown areas, and furniture that was falling a part. 
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In a study conducted by Boyer ( 1 987), students in high schools across the 
country were visited to assess the transition from high school to college, a 
question was asked about how students went about selecting their institution, and 
what the deciding factor was. Of the 1 ,  1 87 of participants, the majority stated it 
was the buildings, trees, walkways, and the well-kept lawns that became the 
biggest influence. About half mentioned the interactions with people, but it was 
overwhelmingly the appearance of campus that was most influential. At the 2005 
annual meeting for the Society for College and University Planning, Phillip S .  
Waite, an assistant professor of landscape architecture at Washington State 
University, says landscapes can influence recruitment and retention, and good 
landscapers are more important to recruitment than a vice president. Students 
want spaces they can utilize, thus the placement of chairs, benches, stairs, low 
walls, and planters are critical for student enjoyment (Waite, 2005). 
Traditional students entering college today are different than those who 
attended 20 years ago, they are far more discriminating and have higher 
expectations for luxury and comfort amenities (Suttell, 2007) . Parents and 
students often have different perceptions and expectations of the collegiate 
experience. Twenty years ago when parents were attending college they likely 
had small computer lab, basic recreation centers, and libraries without the newest 
technology. In the arms race that is today's higher education, students are looking 
for the new and best facilities, and that is a change from past college 
environments like when Emily' s parents attended college. On the tours, Emily' s 
parents are making themselves aware of the safety aspects, academic offerings, 
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and financial support compared to Emily who is about the wi-fi availability across 
campus and what type of equipment is in the campus recreation center. 
Campus space plays a role in the retention of a student and at some 
campuses across the country are struggling to upkeep their buildings due 
budgetary confines. Sometimes across college campuses, construction can mean a 
couple of different things . On a campus tour, parent' s notice construction as a 
distraction to their child' s  learning because of noise. On the flip side of that, 
construction means new and updated facilities that in turn are good for retention 
and good for the university as a whole. 
Campus Spaces 
In addition to understanding the influences of conceptual campus spaces it 
is also important to review the research on actual physical spaces on a college 
campus that are most prominent in the lives of college students. It is essential to 
gain insight in to both concepts of campus space because without one, the other 
cannot exist. It is important to look at specific spaces students' use and why they 
do so. 
In today' s higher education landscape, universities are faced with the need 
to lower tuition, be academically competitive, and recruit the best students by 
making sure their campus facilities are up to date. In this very difficult process, 
unfortunately the option that often times gets left on the back burner is the 
facilities (Kadamus, 20 1 4) .  This is a factor in the recruitment of top-notch college 
students but also in the retention of them. The inability for some universities to 
upkeep their old buildings is affecting student behavior. When students are 
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unhappy with their campus spaces, they take their complaints to social media. An 
example of this is "Classrooms of Shame" on Tumblr where students and faculty 
post pictures of rundown, dirty and poorly maintained classrooms (Kadamus, 
20 1 4) .  
Academic buildings. The primary function of an academic building is to 
supply a student with a physical, social, and psychological environment that is 
conducive for teaching, learning, and research (Muhammad, Sapri & Sipan, 
20 1 3) .  The activities are focused on people; therefore the building plays a large 
role in meeting the needs and priorities of the users. The impact of a building can 
produce two different results when looking at its users experience, either positive 
or negative (Strange and Banning, 200 1 ) .  When its design and facilities 
effectively produce a suitable work environment, then the result is a positive 
impact (Scott-Webber, 2004) . On the other hand, according to Monahan (2000), 
when a negative impact such as poor grades, lack of strong friendships, and low 
sense of connection to a building, it is often because user behavior is being 
constrained. The services that students interact with the most have the largest 
impact on the quality of college life (Lee & Yu, 2008). Students spend a 
considerable amount of hours a week in formal classroom settings, and may spend 
additional hours in these spaces studying, working on projects, or meeting with 
instructors. According to Heglesen and Nesset (2007), academic facilities are one 
of those services that students interact with most frequently. If students are 
comfortable in the classroom, the technology is up to date, and spaces are 
available for studying it is more likely that students will enjoy their time in these 
facilities. The more the facilities meet the needs of the students, the higher 
quality of college life a student will have. 
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Dining facilities. The dining centers on a university campus as well as 
dining programs are an integral part of campus life, and today' s college student 
can enjoy a dining experience that competes with home cooking and restaurants 
(Ezarik, 2009) . Universities are starting to spend a lot of money updating their 
dining facilities to provide the best experience and customer service for students 
(Ezarik, 2009) . It goes beyond the quality of the food and the customer service. It 
is the dining room for many students who live on campus and thus is a place 
where students socialize, hang out, and even study. For those living off-campus a 
centralized food court, or cafes across campus can provide spaces for them to 
meet their friends, and again socialize, hang-out, and study between classes. For 
potential students, it' s  worth taking a close look at schools' dining offerings 
because college food will soon be an important part of their daily life. Students 
are encouraged not to wait until they land on campus to see if the dining centers 
meet their needs (Huget, 20 1 1 ) .  
Green space. Most universities and college campuses feature several 
gathering spaces that are destinations for students. According to Brandon and 
Spruch (2008), there are also smaller, private green spaces around campuses 
intended to be utilized by students. The idea is that they give students a variety of 
settings to sit down, read, hang out with friends, or engage in recreational 
activities. Natural areas in the urban landscape play a vital role in providing 
space for expressing social and cultural values, including attitudes toward nature 
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and the desire to be in  contact with i t  (Burgin, Maheshwari & Williamson, 20 1 0) .  
Coming and Geller (2007) stated that a cohesive layout of buildings, open space, 
programming, and security are essential to create campus unity, and it has become 
a key tool in marketing. The layout will also inspire confidence in parents, and a 
sense of well-being and motivation in prospective students (Coming & Geller, 
2007). 
Residence Halls. For many first year students, the decision of where to 
live is one of the most important factors to a student's  initial satisfaction with an 
institution (Roskos & Sickler, 20 1 3) .  Roskos and Sickler' s study investigated the 
factors that residence halls played in the decision of first year student' s  choice of 
on-campus housing. In the fall semesters of 2009 and 20 1 0, a total of 1 ,902 first 
year students were asked about which features of a residence hall were most 
important to them. Students could report multiple factors and 70% of the students 
said the size and type of room, 59% said location of the building, and 57% 
reported friends and roommates. According to Strange ( 1 99 1 )  the environmental 
physical features influence a certain amount to which students are attracted to and 
satisfied with a setting. In addition, satisfaction with living arrangements has also 
been linked to overall success in college (Alkandari, 2007, Brooks, 20 1 0, Foubert, 
Morrison & Tepper, 1 998, Reynolds & Cain, 2006). In the study by Roskos and 
Sickler (20 1 3  ), 53 % of students stressed the importance of seeing housing 
facilities during a visit to campus prior to enrollment. Findings also suggest there 
is a positive relationship between the built environment and its impact on student 
recruitment and retention. Most first-year students chose size or type of room 
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(70%), proximity/location of the building (59%), and friends and roommates 
(57%) as the most important considerations (Roskos & Sickler, 20 1 3) .  In addition, 
the students who chose to live in new buildings, suite style, and have their own 
bedrooms were more likely to stay on campus the next year. Studies have focused 
on the built environment because satisfaction with housing has been shown to 
have a direct correlation to retention (Roskos & Sickler, 20 1 3) .  
Student union. Almost every higher education institution has a student 
union that serves as a common space for students, faculty, staff, and others to 
gather in formal and informal ways (Lane & Perozzi, 20 1 4) .  According to Lane 
and Perozzi (20 14), college union professionals can assist in creating a campus 
environment that builds community and fosters learning. College unions 
contribute to student success through providing space for positive, meaningful 
engagement of students in the co-curriculum by providing leadership programs, 
student employment opportunities, college union governance, student 
organization leadership positions, community volunteering experiences, among 
other opportunities for engagement (Lane & Perozzi, 20 14) .  College Unions' 
physical spaces are usually highly desired and a large population of campus and 
community enjoy the architecture of the buildings . As stated by Land and Perozzi 
(20 1 4), the physical aspect of a union has the ability to significantly impact the 
chances for a student to completely engage in their college experience. The 
physical nature and design of unions create spaces that facilitate or inhibit 
learning and meaningful connections (Knell & Latta, 2006). College unions and 
other campus spaces can affect students ' decisions about where to go to college 
and, therefore, can influence institutional recruitment strategies (Kirshstein & 
Kadamus, 20 1 2; NASPA, 20 1 0) .  
Theoretical Frameworks 
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Up until this point, relevant research has been studied to explain what 
kinds of spaces are used, why they are used, and ways in which they attract 
students. It is equally important for institutions to understand the developmental 
needs of student within the spaces. Students have individual expectations of what 
they are looking for in a college campus. Today' s college student is much 
different than in the past, and for institutions to keep up, it is important to 
understand the development that happens. In addition, the research shows that the 
physical environment of campus has the ability to foster sense of belonging in 
students that ultimately dictate their development. With all of that being said, the 
way to understand it is through proven theories by theorists who have dedicated 
their career to studying student behavior and development. 
Maslow's  Hierarchy of Needs. Abraham Maslow first introduced his 
concept of hierarchy of needs in 1 943 . His hierarchy suggests that people are 
motivated to fulfill basic needs before continuing on to more advanced needs 
(McLead, 2007). According to McLead (2007), Maslow was interested in finding 
out what made people happy, and how people could achieve happiness. His 
hierarchy is often displayed as a pyramid (See Figure 1 . 1  ) . Maslow explains his 
system as a chain of events in which when needs are not being met at the low end, 
and then a student cannot continue in their development. Starting at the bottom of 
the pyramid are the most basic needs for survival, which include food, water, 
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sleep, and warmth. This i s  provided on the college campus through residence 
halls, classrooms, dining centers, green space, libraries, and bookstores. For 
Emily this would include where she lives, where her classes are, and what access 
she has to cafeterias and kitchens if she wants to prepare her own food. If their 
needs are met in the first level, then the next step up is safety and security. If they 
have comfortable living conditions, they will focus on feeling safe walking 
around campus. In the case of Emily she will feel comfortable approaching fellow 
students on campus and enjoy spending time in their environment, and know 
basic precautions she can take to remain safe on campus (i .e. walking with a 
friend at night) . 
Social needs of belonging, love, and affection are the next step in the 
pyramid, and often the most important to college students. The third step in the 
process of overall sense of belonging is developing relationships. College is a 
unique place in which students have the ability to live and learn amongst their 
peers and friends. Students are comfortable enough in their environment at this 
point that they begin developing deeper relationships. As Emily settles in to her 
residence hall she will establish relationships with her roommate and others in her 
residence hall. In classes, Emily will find study partners, work in groups, and 
establish bonds with others whom she shares common career aspirations. 
Through her involvement in campus activities she may establish long lasting 
relationships with her peers. 
When social needs are met, a person is able to develop their sense of self­
esteem (Maslow, 1 943) .  Self-esteem is developed in the classroom as well as 
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other locations on campus, including residence halls .  If  students are achieving 
goals they are proud of, their self-esteem will increase. The esteem needs are self­
esteem, personal worth, accomplishment, and social recognition (Maslow, 1 943). 
Emily' s success in the classroom, involvement and accomplishment outside of the 
classroom can leave her feeling proud and well established on campus. This 
success may lead her to step up and volunteer to take on more responsibility and 
develop a greater purpose. The fifth and final step before a person is fully 
developed in their environment is to meet the needs of self-actualization. Students 
who reach this phase in their development have an awareness of the world around 
them. They begin to understand how they fit in and where they are most effective 
within their environment (McLead, 2007) . They start to acknowledge and 
appreciate the differences among community members. Emily may choose to help 
plan programs that bring the community together, to attend lectures that will 
challenge her traditional values, and engage with individuals who are different 
from herself in an effort to be a better person. People who have reached this 
height are self aware, concerned with personal growth, less concerned with the 
opinions of others, and have the desire to fulfill their potential (McLead, 2007). 
Students attempting to become acclimated to college go through a series 
of phases. If students do not meet their most basic needs first then they will never 
truly accomplish institutional fit. 
Figure 1 . 1 Maslow' s Hierarchy of Needs 
Crea1i111ty, 
Problem Solving, 
Authenticity, Spontaneity 
Esteem 
Self- Esteem, Confidence. 
Achievement 
Social needs 
Friendship, Family 
Safety and Security 
Physiological needs (survival) 
Air, Shelter. Water, Food, Sleep, Sex 
Ecological Development Theory 
Behavior is a function of the interaction of the person and the 
environment. Behavior occurs when a person is in their environment and taking 
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part in certain activities. In addition, to personal development is a function of that 
interaction in the environment (Bronfrenbrenner, 1 979). Urie Bronfenbrenner 
created the Ecological Development Theory in the 1 970s. Developmental ecology 
represents a way of "looking at the interaction and interdependence of humans 
with the environment" (as cited in Evans, 20 1 0, p. 1 59). Bronfenbrenner originally 
developed the idea for development of early childhood children, but continuously 
made updates and changes in the 1 970s, 1 980s, and 1 990s. His current theory, 
which was developed in 2005, helps us understand the reasons why some people 
behave differently depending on what environment they are in. The theory 
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explains the process a person goes through on their journey to development with 
their environment, as well as how and why the outcomes occurred. The natural 
environment has existed long before humans came in contact with it, but we as 
humans are able to alter the natural environments to survive (Evans, 20 1 0) .  Four 
main components make up Bronfenbrenner 's Theory, and they are as follows: 
Process, person, context, and time (PPCT). Within the context component, there is 
microsystems, mesosystems, exosystems, and macrosystems. These four 
components can either inhibit or prohibit a person's development. 
Microsystem. The microsystem, is "a pattern of activities, roles, and 
interpersonal relations experienced by the developing persons in a given face-to­
face setting with particular physical, social, and symbolic features that invite, 
permit, or inhibit engagement in sustained, progressively more complex 
interaction with, and activity in, the immediate environment" (Bronfenbrenner, 
1 993). For Emily, she might have many microsystems that are prevalent in her life 
such as her family, high school friends, college friends, classmates, or the 
members of her student organization. 
Mesosystem. Mesosystems is when a student's multiple microsystems 
interact to create large amounts of developmental opportunities (Evans, 20 1 0, 
p. 1 64) . As a new college student, Emily may struggle to make her microsystems 
work together. Often times, she may be video conferencing with her parents while 
her friends, roommate, boyfriend, or classmates are in the background. That is an 
instance where multiple microsystems come together to create her mesosystem. 
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Exosystem. Exosystems are the influences out of the control of the 
student, but are brought on by interactions with microsystems. They are the 
influences that affect the people in my microsystem (Evans, 20 1 0, p. 1 64). Emily's 
friends may do something out of her control such as go out drinking and come 
back to the residence hall and disrupt Emily. Another example of Emily's 
exosystem is ifher universities funding gets cut and her student organization gets 
taken away from her, or new renovations in her residence hall is happening and is 
a big disruption to her study time. The exosystem is out of the control of students 
and may create challenges students are not prepared to handle. 
Summary 
The literature identifies some of the key locations on campus that 
contribute to student' s  satisfaction level with the physical environment as well as 
their overall satisfaction with their university. Together, these locations are a large 
reason why a student will choose to attend the university, as well as remain at the 
university. Students tend to want newer, more expensive, more aesthetically 
pleasing features on a campus. With this knowledge, administrators can learn 
from other institutions as well as what professionals in the field of student affairs 
feel about the physical environment. 
CHAPTER III 
Methods 
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This study utilized a qualitative approach for data collection and analysis 
to understand college student institutional fit and sense of belonging. Qualitative 
research is a data collection method conducted through interviews, face-to-face 
meetings in order to collect an audiences feelings, emotions and insights on a 
specific topics or issues. The approach is more often descriptive rather than 
predictive. Qualitative research succeeds based upon the positive relationship 
built between researcher and participant. 
Design of Study 
The qualitative approach of phenomenology, more specifically 
photography was one of the main research tools. Phenomenology refers to a 
philosophical perspective of qualitative research that focuses on people' s  
subjectivity to experiences and interpretations of  society (Waters, n.d.). Four 
enrolled students who have different identities: resident assistant, student athlete, 
sorority member, and a minority student were contacted to participate in the 
study. The participants took photos of the places within their physical 
environment that had the greatest impact on them during their college career, and 
then participated in an interview process. The interviews took place after photos 
had been received. Following the interviews, the researcher transcribed, analyzed, 
and coded the data. 
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Participants 
Participants in this study were traditional second, third, or fourth year 
undergraduate students who are involved in campus in four different areas. 
Participation requests were sent out via email or face-to-face conversation. Before 
contacting the participants, I reached out to staff on campus who served as their 
supervisors, mentors, or tutors in order to identify students who would provide 
quality insight. These identities were chosen because they are part of the larger 
population that makes up the majority of the institution. Students who were active 
in organizations were also desired because they had a level of satisfaction with the 
university since they chose to involve themselves outside of the classroom 
A full narrative of the participants is provided in chapter four. Below is a 
brief introduction to the four participants : Christopher is a Caucasian male, third 
year student who works as a resident assistant in one of the residence halls on 
campus. He is also involved around campus as a leader in the athletics student 
section, a member of a fraternity, and is on the practice squad for the women' s  
basketball team. Thomas i s  an African American male student athlete on the 
men's basketball team. He is a sophomore and lives on campus. Patty is a 
Hispanic female, third year student and a member of a sorority on campus. In 
addition to the involvement in her sorority, she is part of student government. 
Andrew is an African American, fourth year male student involved in tutoring 
other minority and low-income students. He is also a member and former 
president of the campus chapter of the NAACP. 
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Research Site 
The research site was a Midwestern, four-year state university with an 
enrollment of approximately 9,000 students located in a rural community of about 
1 9,000 residents when school is in session. Photographs were taken at locations 
on the institution campus specifically selected by participants. Interviews took 
place at various locations around campus. The interview locations were selected 
based upon convenience to the participants and the researcher. The research site 
was made up of 320 acres of land. On those 320 acres there were approximately 
59 different buildings and physical spaces. Students have the opportunity to live 
in twenty-one residence halls, 1 0  of which are designed for fraternity and sorority 
chapters, and 2 apartment complexes. The rest of the buildings consist of 
administration, athletics, and academics. 
Instruments 
Qualitative. Photovoice was the method of data collection, in addition to 
an individual interview. Photovoice includes photography and dialogue in the 
form of interviews (Hesse-Biber and Leavy, 20 1 0) .  The first part was 
photography, and it was designed to give the participants the opportunity to 
identify spaces on campus they feel connected to and represent something of 
value to them. Disposable cameras were purchased by the researcher and 
distributed to the participants. Using disposable cameras allowed participants to 
take part in the research without having to use their own equipment and using a 
basic camera ensured there was no alteration of photos. When provided with the 
cameras the participants were given specific instructions both verbally and on 
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paper (Appendix A) to take with them as they completed the assignment. The 
photos identified what spaces on campus were utilized and why students utilized 
them. Photography is a reliable instrument because it has a direct connection to 
the specific emotions a student is feeling. It captured the campus space exactly 
how the student saw it, and it gave the researcher a clear image of what the 
student was referencing. Participants were asked to avoid taking pictures of 
people. The focus of the study was the physical environment they were in. 
After photographs were taken, semi-structured interviews were conducted 
to supply the researcher with an explanation about the photos that were taken. The 
idea behind using a semi-structured interview is that the researcher was prepared 
with questions, but participants were encouraged to express their feelings about 
the question as they chose. It provided meaning to the connection students felt 
about the physical environment. In addition, the interview supplied the researcher 
with an understanding of the satisfaction the participants feel when they are 
interacting with the particular space. It also provided details about their overall 
satisfaction with their institution. 
The interview consisted of a series of questions pertaining to their 
photographs (e.g. "Tell me why you decided to take a photo of this location" and 
"Describe to me your feelings about this location") followed by statements and 
questions about their feelings (e.g. what kinds of feelings do you experience" and 
"Does the location help or hinder your overall view of the institution"). 
Researcher. As a member of the campus population, I conducted this 
research to gain a better understanding of the factors that impact the institutional 
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fit of a student by learning how much connection they feel towards their campus 
space. My experiences on a college campus for the past six years had been greatly 
impacted by the space I interacted with on my undergraduate and graduate 
campuses. By identifying what students enjoy and what students want in their 
campus space, I was able to make recommendations to university administration 
regarding the improvements of campus that might need to be considered. 
Administration could also use this knowledge to help in the retention efforts of 
students. Ultimately, results from this research provide insight to the university 
about how students feel emotionally when they are on campus. 
Data Collection 
Participant selection process began within the first five weeks into the fall 
semester of 20 1 5  to avoid the major adjustment period of beginning a new 
semester. Their supervisor, advisor, or tutor gathered contact information about 
participants. Emails were then sent to a list of possible participants. The students 
that agreed to participate received an email (Appendix B) from the researcher 
about setting up an initial meeting. The initial meeting consisted of the researcher 
delivering the instructions on how to go about collecting the research (Appendix 
A). After the initial meeting, the participants began taking photos. Follow-up 
emails were sent once during completion period of photography to check up on 
participants and to measure their progress, and an email was sent to set up a time 
for the formal interview. 
Participants were given about a week to the complete photo taking in order 
to capture the most meaningful places. The photography portion of the data 
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collection took them on a journey of reflection upon their time spent on campus. 
Giving them enough time showed the participants that the researcher truly cared 
about the photographs taken. Upon completion of the photography, the 
participants contacted the researcher via email to schedule a time for the pictures 
to be collected. The final step in data collection was the interview process. Before 
the interview process begins, the researcher created an informed consent form for 
the participants to sign and agree to (Appendix B).  Each interview was recorded 
using audio recording application on the researchers cell phone in order to capture 
the verbal communication of the participants. The interview process lasted 
approximately thirty minutes and consisted of four demographic questions, three 
questions about their college search process, four questions about their experience 
during the study, and an open ended question for each photo that was taken. See 
Appendix C for the interview protocol . 
Treatment of the Data 
Upon completion of the photography by the participants, the researcher 
collected the photographs and the camera from the participants. The researcher 
then took the disposable cameras to a store to be developed and then kept the 
cameras and the developed photos in his possession. In preparation for the 
interview with the participant the photos were coded according to the assigned 
participant number and a letter. 
Interview data was stored on the recording application which is 
downloaded on the researchers iPad. The data was then transferred to an online 
document saved on a flash drive as well as an online cloud storage folder. All of 
this is located on a password protected computer. Data will be kept for three 
years, per IRB policy, after which, the data will be deleted. 
Data Analysis 
The researcher analyzed the photographs taken by the participants. 
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Following the suggestion by Fraenkel, Hyun, and Wallen (20 1 2), each participant 
was given an identification number from 0 1 -04. This step was the first in the 
coding cycle, and upon development of the photographs, the researcher organized 
the photos of each participant by labeling them using the numbers 1 - 4 
(Participant 1 - Participant 4) and the letters A - Z (Photos A - Z). Participant 1 ' s  
ranged form l P- 1 0. Participant 2 ranged from 2A-2J. Participant 3 ranged from 
3A-31, and Participant 4 ' s  photo identification ranged from 4A-4H. 
After interviews with each participant took place, the researcher 
transcribed the interviews. After the process of transcribing, the researcher began 
coding. The second cycle of coding resulted in categories of the most popular 
locations being labeled, what the participants do in those spaces, how they feel in 
those spaces, and how it impacts their satisfaction with the university. After 
completion of categorizing, data was compared for similarities between each 
participant and each feeling in the third cycle of coding. To eliminate researcher 
bias the transcripts were also reviewed by another professional colleague. 
Summary 
This qualitative research study had the end goal of answering the research 
questions created by the researcher. To do so, a phenomenological approach was 
taken because this study focused on the experience each participant experiences 
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within his or her physical campus environment. Four participants were hand 
selected out of the pool of students who qualify as second, third, or fourth year 
students involved around campus in different areas. Each student was given a 
camera to take photos of impactful and meaningful places to them. After the one­
week given time period, the cameras were returned to the researcher to be 
developed. Upon everyone's  completion, the photos were coded, and interviews 
with the participants were scheduled. The interviews consisted of questions that 
aid in the explanation of each photograph, their college search process, their 
experience conducting the research, and their overall institutional experience. In 
the end, it was the researcher' s hope that important physical spaces on campus 
will be brought to light in order to aid the university in creating a sense of 
belonging for every student. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Student Stories 
This chapter contains the narratives of the students who partook in the 
photography and interview portions of the study. The purpose of this chapter is to 
share from the perspective of four unique students, their connection to the various 
environments at the institution. This was done by having the participants take 
photos of spaces that mean something to them, asking questions in the interview 
about their college decision process, about their experience taking photos, and 
about their overall satisfaction at the university. Through the telling of the stories, 
we are able to understand their individual journey and meaning making at the 
institution. Below you will hear the four participants describe their path to and 
through the institution and talk about the spaces that hold meaning to them. In 
Chapter V, the photos and spaces they discussed will be analyzed as they relate to 
the research questions guiding this study. 
Christopher 
Christopher is a third-year student studying exercise science with the 
dream of one day attending medical school. Christopher is very involved in a 
variety of aspects of the campus as evidenced through the pictures he shared and 
the stories he told during his interview. One might find Christopher in his 
residence hall, lifting weights, practicing with the women' s basketball team, or 
screaming in the student section at the football and basketball games. On campus, 
Christopher is very well known and even has "his spot" in the food court; as he 
describes it, it is kind of like on TV shows were the group sits in the same place 
every time. 
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Growing up in a small town, Christopher knew that a campus life that 
featured a big city and large enrollment was not for him. In that same small town 
was a small private school that Christopher did not once consider. The college 
application process was long and included him applying to all public schools in 
his home state. After being accepted everywhere he applied, his choice was 
solidified when first arriving for a campus tour. As a scared senior in high school, 
he was quickly put at ease when walking around campus and being greeted by the 
smiling faces of students, faculty, and staff at the institution. "Coming from a 
small town that 's  what you expect, but at every other school I visited, I didn't get 
that. I felt at home and I knew this is where I would belong." 
That scared senior in high school arrived on campus as a scared freshman 
in college, but with a high comfort level at the university, Christopher was ready 
to face the college experience head on. Unfortunately, it was easier said than 
done. The first week brought about a lot of uncertainty, and within a week 
Christopher changed his major, hung out with the same people from high school, 
and did not get involved in anything. Living on his own ended up being more 
difficult than he anticipated. The uncertainty and uneasiness was the story of his 
freshman year. That all changed when he arrived back on campus for his second 
year. The story of Christopher truly started that year. 
Growing up, Christopher was an athlete who surrounded himself with 
sports and competitiveness. Sports are something that sticks with people who are 
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as passionate as Christopher is about his athleticism. That desire to be engaged in 
some form of athletic recreation transferred to college and Christopher spent a lot 
of his time in the recreation center on campus doing various activities and 
attending different sporting events. One of the ways for Christopher to stay active 
and maintain a competitive lifestyle was by running on a campus trail five times a 
week. Christopher had the goal of running a half marathon and that was his way 
of training. 
As a student who loves athletics but is not on a team, he turned to 
intramurals in college to get his "athletic fix." During his junior year, Christopher 
competed on three different intramural teams. Being in the recreation center is the 
place "I felt safe. The back courts, headphones in, shooting baskets, it' s a place I 
feel comfortable with." The uniqueness of Christopher is encapsulated by his role 
with the Women' s Basketball Team. Christopher is on their practice squad and 
often jokes that he gets all the benefits of being a Division I athlete without 
having to do all of the work. 
Football is a big part of student life on campus, and Christopher has 
inserted himself into the game as much as you can as a non-player. One might 
find Christopher in the front row, shirtless, sporting body paint showing his 
school pride. Christopher believes that the football stadium brings out fun that the 
school has to offer. "The atmosphere of football games is really fun, positive, and 
just a good way to get involved and meet new people. I 've never had a bad time at 
a football game." Christopher even had the opportunity to take a photo with a 
football legend, a past quarterback on the team, but had a slight mishap, 
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I took a selfie with him, but he deleted it when he handed it back because 
my camera only works with front facing, and I handed him my phone, and 
he took a picture with it and has he handed it back he pressed the x !  It was 
pretty upsetting. 
As if Christopher did not have enough going on in his life, he decided to 
join something that he did not even consider until a very last minute conversation 
with a friend. That decision was to join a fraternity in his sophomore year. 
Christopher decided to rush Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity which gave Christopher 
a brotherhood and more friends that he can rely on for anything. 
As you can see Christopher is a very busy and engaged person across 
campus. To compound things, he made a decision at the end of his sophomore 
year to apply to take on one big commitment, and possibly the biggest one yet. 
His junior year he started as a resident assistant (RA) back in the residence hall he 
lived in as a freshman. The building has become something special to Christopher 
because it is the place where he lives and works. Being a RA brings a lot of 
meetings, games with his community, and a group of men that have become his 
family. When he is not at the gym, in the football bleachers, running on the trail 
or in the classroom, his residence hall room is where he will be . "It 's the place 
that if I need five minutes to myself I can shut my door, close the curtains and 
relax. It' s the place I go that makes me feel calm." However, Christopher also 
spends a lot of time there with other people. Nights he is on duty, he frequently 
receives texts letting him know people are going to stop by his room to hang out. 
Even though he enjoys parts of his job like hanging out with residents, life as a 
RA is not always a positive experience for Christopher. 
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I love the task of it, I love some of the aspects of being an RA but I 'd have 
to say, it' s a lot of work. Some of it I almost feel like busy work, crafting 
is not my thing, I can tell you that again and again. I know decorating is 
part of the RA job;  it' s  more of a hassle than anything. This one is kind of 
borderline, when it comes down to my floor I love my guys, they are 
literally my family this year, but at the end of the day, it' s  a place of work. 
Christopher has come a long way throughout his college journey from 
being a scared uninvolved freshman to one of the faces of the institution. 
Christopher is going to go on to do great things, and he has the drive and passion 
to succeed. 
Thomas 
At 5 feet, 7 inches tall you will find Thomas on the basketball court 
leading his team to victories. Thomas is a passionate second year student whose 
life revolves around basketball. If Thomas is not in the classroom studying and 
doing work to earn his communication and broadcasting degree, he will be in the 
gym "getting shots up." Being a gifted athlete in high school, Thomas was 
looking to attend a university that was willing to offer him a full scholarship to 
play basketball. From the moment he stepped on campus and met the coaches, he 
was hooked. "I liked how everyone on campus is friendly, teachers and coaches 
and tutors are willing to help out and be there for you." Once Thomas made it to 
campus to start his career, he was immediately embraced by his older teammates. 
According to Thomas, the first couple of weeks of his college career were 
amazing. He was able to bond with teammates, spend time with the girl ' s  
basketball team, and get settled academically by meeting the tutors that assist 
student athletes. 
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The basketball team plays and practices in a gym located in the recreation 
center, and for many athletes, it is their place of comfort. This is not different for 
Thomas. He relishes being on the court, looking into the stands and seeing 
cheering fans. On days when there is no game, Thomas is in that gym working on 
his skills. 
I love being on that court being able to outwork everyone trying my 
hardest on both sides of the ball - offense and defense. This is a place I can 
come any time of the day, we have a key to the gym. Sometimes I even 
come here at l am  and 2am to wake up early and get in the gym. Go right 
back to sleep and wake back up for 8am class. It' s  my stress reliever when 
I have a lot going on. 
Thomas has the desire to be one of the best that has ever played for his 
school, and before every game, he looks up into the banners and thinks about the 
possibilities. 
Those guys up there have done amazing things and I want to be one of 
those guys to make a change and do amazing things as well . It inspires me 
to do the best I can, and to perform as well as they did when they were on 
the court. 
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When Thomas is not in the gym either playing in a game or practicing, 
there are a few places on campus that he spends his time in. As a Communications 
and Broadcasting student, he will have a class in the fine arts building, and that 
building is one of the popular places on campus to hang out in. Lining the halls of 
the building are mirrors, and 
you can walk through the halls and see yourself without even having to go 
to the restroom. You can already know how you looking walking to class. 
If you get done eating at the union, check to see if you have any pizza 
crust on your face, and you're good! 
As a student athlete, Thomas is required to be in the academic center for a 
certain amount of hours each week. During the season, athletes are constantly 
traveling so it can be tough to maintain grades and stay up to date with 
assignments, but Thomas tried his very best to succeed in the classroom. Outside 
of his required hours, it' s a place for Thomas to finish up some homework or 
easily print a paper. "The tutors are very helpful, they help you out and make sure 
things are going well with class and it' s  another quiet spot to be in where they 
don't  really allow you to overdo it, even though some kids overdo it in there." 
Patty 
Patty had an interesting way of approaching the task of taking pictures, 
and described it in the interview. Patty took an opportunity to think about her 
three years at the institution and reflected upon this in the interview. Patty is an 
avid coffee drinker, big city girl, enjoys photography, and frequently hangs out 
with the university' s  president in his castle. 
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Patty was not always planning to attend a four-year institution, especially 
the one she selected. Her plan was to live at home, go to a community college 
and then consider transferring somewhere. That all changed after a conversation 
with one of her aunts. After being urged by her aunt to take a campus visit, her 
mindset changed. On that visit, Patty realized that the institution she selected was 
not too far away nor was it too close to home. She desired the true campus 
experience and did not want to go home every weekend. There were a couple of 
challenges that Patty had to overcome as she made her decision; highest on that 
list was the size of the institution and the town. Patty felt comfortable on a 
campus that size, and enjoyed how peaceful and calm it was. Being from a large 
metropolitan area, Patty is used to hopping on a train to somewhere within 
minutes, the location of the institution she selected is in a rural area with no trains 
or access to just about anything. 
Patty described her move-in day at the institution like what she had seen in 
the movies "when my mom dropped me off she helped me unpack everything, I 
was like wow, this is like in the movies when they help you unpack and they are 
like, bye ! " Patty arrived on campus for the start of her freshman year not knowing 
one person, and as a Latina woman she identified that this was a little 
intimidating. 
I didn't know anyone, and I wasn't  used to so many girls ! I lived in 
[Women's Hall] , all girls, and I was like what is this, just so many. Some 
people were really nice and friendly, but some where cold and were like 
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don't  talk to me, you know. It was obvious the distinction between people 
who already knew people and the ones like me who were trying to adjust. 
Patty tried to combat that by getting out of her comfort zone and attending 
the first hall meeting. She attended that meeting with two girls from her floor that 
identified as the same ethnicity. That brought some comfort to her knowing there 
were other people like her. The three women became friends, and they spent quite 
a lot of time together. Having friends was nice but "I would go to class, come 
back and be in my room all day. I knew those girls but those were the only ones I 
knew, so unless they invited me out, I wouldn't  go out." Eating alone was also an 
issue for her if her friends were not around, "I didn't like to eat by myself so I 
would usually take my food to go. Or I would use my dining dollars a lot and eat 
in the union." 
Attending the hall meetings did not last all year, and living in the 
residence halls continued to be a challenge for Patty. Having a random roommate 
that was not outgoing and or engaging was challenging for Patty, and, "I couldn't 
branch out when my roommate was always there when I got back. Eventually I 
was able to, but freshman year I just thought that is how college was going to be." 
It was like pulling teeth for Patty' s roommate to communicate with her. Being in 
an older residence hall meant no air conditioning, which makes the warm months 
very uncomfortable. The simple necessities of life did not come easily, such as 
washing clothes. Doing laundry quickly became an unpopular task for Patty. In 
the old hall, the laundry room was in the "creepy" basement, and doing it alone 
was uncomfortable. 
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Patty may have been unhappy, but that did not stop her mom from having 
some joy! It was quite reassuring for her mom knowing that it was an all female 
hall. Patty continued to talk to her mom everyday, and her mom enjoyed received 
pictures of Patty' s experience on cainpus. As a first generation college student she 
wanted to share her life on campus with her parents. Often the caption of each 
photo would be, "Look, I 'm in the movies ! "  
Some time into her first semester, Patty finally met more girls on  her floor, 
and she ended up shying away from hanging out with the girls from the beginning 
of the year. She felt as if they were not heading in the same direction that she 
wanted. Eventually her neighbor on the floor had her roommate moved out which 
left a vacancy. Her friend wanted a roommate, and the two were the perfect 
match. After all of the struggles Patty went through in the beginning, she finally 
felt comfortable in her environment and at that point everything eased its way 
along. That comfort level carried her through the rest of the semester. She 
survived her first semester on a college campus and she arrived back at school 
after the holiday break with another new mindset. 
As Patty entered the second semester of her freshman year she began to 
consider becoming involved in a sorority. 
I didn't think it was for me. I was not interested my first semester 
freshman year, and it wasn't  for me because the whole recruitment thing 
looked intimidating, but then I met some sorority girls and I decided to try 
it but in the spring. I got to see what each chapter was about. 
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Much like not knowing i f  college was for her, joining a sorority was not on her 
radar in the beginning, but being on a campus with a large fraternity and sorority 
population, she decided to give it a try, and as soon as she met the girls in her 
sorority she fell in love. As Patty described it this one decision changed her 
college experience tenfold. She started to truly grow as a person as a member of 
her sorority. Her living arrangements also changed. On her campus, she was 
required to live in the chapter house at least one year, so she did in her sophomore 
year. Living in that house was a 1 80-degree difference than freshman year. She 
met her current best friends there, and it helped her become more involved on 
campus. She may have only lived there one year, but the chapter house is still 
considered her home. 
From an uninvolved freshman year living the old building not knowing 
what to do or where to do it, to a second year that helped Patty find herself, junior 
year brought on a year of taking college by the reigns and becoming Speaker of 
the Student Senate. With that position on student senate came her very own 
office. "My name is on the door, to me that it' s kind of my own space." Patty has 
had a journey that has challenged her, but at the end of the day an experience that 
shows her spirit. Patty's social life has taken a back burner during her junior year 
with it consisting of 1 8  credit hours of class, an exec board position, sorority 
involvement, and her job .  
Patty has come a long way from being a freshman who would never leave 
the room to being on the executive board of student government. It truly shows 
her growth throughout college so far. 
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Andrew 
After underachieving academically in high school, Andrew was sent on a 
long journey receiving several college rejection letters. With parent' s  who are not 
very educated, the task of applying and selecting a college was not easy. That 
process became easier when he decided to visit his cousin at the university she 
was attending. In addition to his cousin, other family members attended the same 
institution, and the school just so happened to have an alternate admittance 
program for underachieving students that fit perfectly for Andrew. After three 
campus visits, he decided to test his luck and apply into the alternate admittance 
program. Entering in that program placed Andrew with other students who 
struggled and "I really did like the different resources. There were a lot for 
students who are not very skilled leveled as some of things our counterparts come 
from." 
Upon arriving on campus, Andrew, like all other first year college 
students, was scared and overwhelmed. On campus, other students would spread 
rumors about how the professors do not care about their students, or were not very 
good and Andrew really took that to heart. However, Andrew always kept faith in 
himself that he could overcome and achieve great things. To do so, Andrew 
sought out different offices for assistance, such as the Student Success Center, and 
the Office of Minority Affairs, and consistently built relationships with 
professors. 
I was one of those students who asked a ton of questions on the first day of 
class, you know that typical freshman. But I began to learn the ropes, I 
also had my cousin here to help me but I felt safe and comfortable on 
campus, and I met tons of people on campus my first year. I did really 
well academically my first year. 
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Being involved on campus, Andrew has had some really positive 
experiences, but at the same time, some parts of campus affect him negatively. 
Living on campus his first year, Andrew had a great experience living in one of 
the freshman residence halls .  In his eyes, although there were a lot of negative 
flaws to the building, he thinks it has become a lot better than when he was there, 
but overall, he had a positive experience. To him, one of the places associated 
with his residence hall was the attached dining hall. The dining hall was place for 
students, especially himself, to have social time; to eat together and where he 
would gather with friends to talk about their challenges and wind down their day. 
Another one of the places is a grassy quad where the building he lived in 
freshman year is located. That quad has a lot of meaning for Andrew. "It is 
literally where like every campus event goes on. It' s  just so big and you're down 
there with 4 residence halls and there are always people out there." In his eyes, 
that space is directly connected to opening weekend of every new school year. 
Opening weekend is a huge event every year on campus, and it is one that the 
majority of students attend. It' s much more than a place to hold events however, 
to Andrew it is a place to meet new people, hang out with old friends, and just 
enjoy the weather. 
Nearby the grassy quad is one of the popular hang-out spots on campus, 
there is a walkway between two buildings that campus groups, and student 
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organizations are either providing info about their organization or soliciting 
involvement. 
Especially when the weather is nice, people will also be out there hanging 
out and enjoying the weather. I know I walked past it several times I 've 
just sat there and met new people as they walk by and stuff like that. 
Attached to the fine art' s building, there are large concrete steps that have 
a lot of events going on, and it gives an outlet for students to get outside and do 
homework, connect with old friends, or even meet new people. However, this is 
one of those places on campus that Andrew has had negative experience with 
students. There are a lot of times when large groups of people are sitting there and 
just do not want to walk by because they feel like people will talk about them or 
you know even point out a flaw or challenge about that person. 
Andrew is an advocate for African Americans and other ethnicities that 
are challenged as a member, and past president of the National Advancement of 
Colored People (NAACP). "I think it' s  really cool us as college students and 
collegiate students we come together weekly to discuss sometimes and also come 
up with some solutions that help the topics and the national level ." Unfortunately, 
the negative experience he has had has been with other African American 
students .  Similarly to the experience Andrew had on the fine arts building steps, 
he has encountered several students talking badly about fellow students. He 
believes his university has inadvertently given avenues for the negative behavior, 
such as eating in the food court, and hanging out in the lounge in the student 
um on. 
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When people walk by, they tend to point something out about them. Either 
a challenge or a flaw about students, and that can be laughing in front of 
them, and sometimes I hate to even walk past it during a certain time. 
Around campus, Andrew is well known for his work with minority 
students, and 
considering how his college journey began, it is an impressive feat. 
Summary 
Each participant in the study is going through his or her college career in a 
unique way. The students had different high school and family backgrounds, and 
when they arrived on campus they became involved in different things. 
Christopher was the type of student with a lot of friends, and he turned to getting 
involved in the residence halls and athletics. Thomas enrolled at his institution as 
a basketball player, and continued playing throughout his career. He spends more 
time on the basketball court than anywhere else. As a freshman, Patty struggled to 
develop her identify, but in her second year she got involved in her sorority and 
student government which led to her finding her sense of belonging. Thomas 
entrenched himself in his culture by joining NAACP, and becoming president one 
of the years of his involvement. The narratives in this chapter shed light on their 
unique backgrounds, and their collegiate experiences as well as the journey they 
took to find their sense of belonging. The next chapter is an extension of this one 
as it take a look into the interview process between the researcher and 
participants. 
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CHAPTER V 
Analysis 
This study was designed to understand the role campus space plays in the 
development of student' s  sense of belonging. The analysis involved looking at the 
specific places that impacted student' s  sense of belonging, either positively or 
negatively. This included what they do in those spaces. The study also analyzed 
the overall effect campus space played on the satisfaction each student feels with 
his or her institution. The chapter is designed to understand why they took the 
photos they did and how the participants describe their sense of belonging in these 
various campus spaces. First presented will be information on the locations on 
campus they utilize. Next, how each participant uses the spaces will be presented, 
and in addition, their connection to the spaces. Lastly, how the spaces relate to 
their overall satisfaction with the institution will be discussed. 
Campus Spaces Utilized by Students 
There are several locations on campus that students in this study 
identified. There are many spaces, buildings, and areas on campus, and because 
campuses are diverse environments, and each person experiences the spaces 
differently there were numerous places described by the participants. Other 
factors that played into the variety of locations included the involvement, 
interests, academic year, and academic major of each participant. 
Where they live. Participants in the study talked about their experiences 
living on campus and how that impacted their college experience. At the research 
study institution, it is a requirement of all first-year students to live on campus. 
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Because of that policy, and since no participant is a transfer student, each 
participant spent at least one year living on campus.  On campus at the institution 
means living in a residence hall, fraternity/sorority housing, or an apartment 
complex owned and managed by the institution. 
Out of the four participants, three took photos of the on campus living 
facility they lived in at some point in their first three years . How they utilize and 
describe these spaces of where they lived varied from person to person. 
Christopher was currently in his third year at the institution and is an RA in the 
building he lived in as a first year student took a picture inside the building 
(Figure 5 . 1 )  as well as the exterior (Figure 5 .2) .  
I spend a lot of  time with people there, my friends, and my residents. You 
know, nights that I'm on duty, I have people text me, "Hey I know you're 
on duty, we're going to come hang out in your room," and I 'm like 
"alright !"  I have at least 2 or 3 people in there every night. 
Figure 5 . 1 ,  P 1 ,  Residence Hall Room 
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Figure 5 .2, P l ,  Residence Hall Exterior 
During the interview process Patty expressed how much of an impact her 
freshman year residence hall had on her experience. Patty lived in the oldest 
residence hall in the state, an all-women' s  building (Picture 5 .3)  her freshman 
year. Patty recalled being away from home for the first time. 
Obviously to me it represents my freshman year, and I had no idea what I 
wanted to do, where I was going, I just knew that I wanted to have a future 
and get a career and educate myself. So that ' s  why that one [Figure 5 .3 ] ,  
for me represents my freshman year overall. 
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Figure 5 .3 ,  P3 , Residence Hall Exterior 
Patty joined a sorority at the end of her first year and was required to 
move-in the chapter house (Figure 5 .4) during her second year. After the 
experiences she had living in the residence hall environment, which felt more like 
a living space than a home, she did not know what to expect in this new 
environment. Moving to the chapter house her sophomore year, she found a home 
and began to connect more with the university. "Living in the chapter house my 
sophomore year, it was like totally different than my freshman year. It was a 
whole different world, I had all new friends, I was living in a totally different 
location." 
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Figure 5 .4, P3 , Chapter House 
Some of the residence halls have dining centers attached. There is at least 
one located in each residential area of campus and all students living on campus 
have a meal plan. Andrew lived on campus his first year in a building that had a 
dining center attached. He spoke about the dining center as a memorable place 
that he and his fellow first year students spent time in (Figure 5 .5) .  "This is a very 
positive place for students and myself because it' s  where students have more of 
their social time and they are able to eat together, and just bring about all their 
challenges." 
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Figure 5 .5 ,  P4, Dining Center 
Two of the participants also resided in fraternity and sorority chapter 
houses that are campus owned and operated. Most members are required to live 
in the chapter house for at least one year, howevf r. Christopher joined a fraternity 
his sophomore year of college, and then became a RA, so even though he never 
lived in his chapter house, he took a photo of it (Figure 5 .6) .  The reason he took a 
photo of it is because to him, "it ' s  like a brotherhood and just where I know my 
friends are. I know that if I ever need help that ' s  where I can go and get it." 
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Figure 5 .6 ,  P l ,  Chapter House 
Where They Learn. The next common spaces that participants talked 
about were academic buildings. The reasons for taking photos of academic spaces 
is because it is one of the spaces the participants spend the most time in; whether 
that' s in class, studying, or spending time with friends. For the purpose of this 
study, the academic buildings refer to anywhere the four participants think about 
and work on their academics. Included in academic buildings is the library on 
campus.  The library was identified as a place they use for many reasons. 
Thomas has mandatory study hours, and when he is not in the tutoring 
center studying, the library is a place he goes to get work done, (see figure 5 .7) 
and refers to the library as "the place that everyone is quiet. You're not allowed to 
be loud or obnoxious." He went on to explain, "I like being in the library, they 
have nice books and computers." As a student athlete, a lot of his life revolves 
around basketball, so anytime he needs to focus on his academics, the library is a 
place that allows him to do so. 
Patty also talked about the library being an impactful place on campus. 
Patty identified as a very good student academically, and freshman year she 
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utilized the library to achieve those grades .  It was the first photo she took (Figure 
5 .8) ,  and described her memory of discovering the library and how she felt about 
it aesthetically, "When I was a freshman it was a building that I loved the most on 
campus .  I just thought it was so pretty." 
Figure 5. 7 ,  P2 Library 
Figure 5 .8 ,  P3 , Library 
During the interview process of the research, Christopher discussed why 
he took a picture of the biological sciences building. As a science major, 
Christopher had classes in an academic building that was in rough shape, 
however, he still managed to do well in those classes. Christopher wants to one 
day attend medical school, so for him, classes and academics are extremely 
important. 
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As I mentioned earlier, I 'm exercise science with a pre med concentration, 
I 'm obviously going to spend a lot of time here (Figure 5 .9). 
Figure 5 .9 ,  P l ,  Science Building 
As a student athlete, Thomas is required to be in the tutoring center 
(Figure 5 . 1 0) .  In addition to the library, the tutoring center is a place that Thomas 
spends the non-basketball part of his life. "We are required to be in here a certain 
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amount ohime during the week. We all get study hall hours . We're not forced, 
because even if I didn' t  get study hall hours I'd be in there anyways." In addition 
to the center and the space, Thomas talked about the tutors that are there to help 
him and shared that they have also made an impact on his development. 
Figure 5 . 1 0, P2, Tutoring Center 
Where They Go To Relieve Stress. Each participant talked about 
locations on campus that they visit to rest, find comfort, and relieve stress. 
Because each student has a busy life with classes, extra-curricular activities and 
jobs, they need locations on campus to de-stress. 
The recreation center is a place on campus that was photographed by both 
Christopher and Thomas. They are both interested in athletics and physical 
wellness, and one of the ways they both identified as relieving stress is to 
exercise. Christopher spends time there as a practice member of the women' s  
basketball team and to just shoot baskets, lift weights, and run with the team. 
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I get all the benefits of being a division 1 athlete without doing the work. I 
spend a lot of time in this specific gym (Figure 5 . 1 1 ) with practice or 
going into support the girls whenever they have a game. So again it ' s  just 
another thing I got involved with that keeps me busy. It keeps me going. 
Christopher went on to talk about where he feels safest, "I did mention 
earlier, if there is a place I felt safe it ' s  the rec center. The back courts, 
headphones in, shooting baskets, it' s  a place where I feel comfortable ." 
Figure 5 . 1 1 , P l ,  Gym 
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Thomas is a student athlete, so athletics are a huge part of his life. When 
Thomas is not in class, at the tutoring center or the library, he is in the recreation 
center. He spoke about how exercising and shooting baskets is what calms him 
down and lets him just enjoy himself. He talks about this space, (Figure 5 . 1 2) 
The [university] gym. This place is my stress reliever. I can come here at 
any time of the day, I love going to practice in this gym, I love being on 
that court being able to outwork everyone trying my hardest on both sides 
of the ball offense and defense and this is a place I can come any time of 
the day. 
Figure 5 . 1 2, P2, Gym 
As an African American student, Andrew works with other 
underrepresented students, and has taken it upon himself to join National 
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) . The student run 
NAACP meets on a regular basis, and it allows him to be himself and fight for 
what he believes in. There is a spot he photographed on campus (Figure 5 . 1 3) that 
serves as the gathering space for the organization. The reason Andrew identified 
this space as stress reducing is because he is with other people similar to him who 
believe in the same things. It is a place where he can be himself and talk openly. 
I see this as a positive outlet because students come to bring their views.  I 
think it' s  really cool, as college students and collegiate students, we come 
together weekly to discuss [the issues we face] sometimes and also come 
up with some solutions that help us address various topics locally and at 
the national level. 
Figure 5 . 1 3 ,  P4, NAACP Room 
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The student union on campus was also identified as it plays a large role in 
many students '  lives on campus.  Within the student union, there is a food court, 
coffee shop, and several lounges. The food court (Figure 5 . 1 4) was one of those 
places that Christopher gathers with friends.  
It' s  one of the eating areas. If we' re going to eat, that' s (Figure 5 . 14) 
where we' re sitting. For some reason it' s always open, don't  ask me why. 
I think it' s  the long line of tables and no one wants it. Since I go with a 
large group normally, we're always the ones to grab it, compared to 2 
people. It ' s  just a lot of fun, fond memories, a lot of jokes .  
Figure 5 . 14 ,  P l ,  Food Court 
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Compared to Christopher, Andrew has had a very different experience in 
the food court. Throughout his collegiate career, he saw a lot of negativity in the 
food court. A student union is supposed to be a place students gather to spend 
time together, take a break from a long day, or even go to an event. The reality is 
much different for Andrew (Figure 5 . 1 5) 
What happens is that a lot of students come there throughout the day and a 
large number of African Americans sit there all day. When people walk 
by, they tend to point something out about them. Either a challenge or a 
flaw about students, and that can be laughing in front of them. So I used 
this as a very negative space because sometimes I hate to even walk past it 
during a certain time. 
Figure 5 . 1 5 , P4, Food Court 
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Similar to the food court is the coffee shop that is also located in the 
student union. The coffee shop is open early in the morning and stays open until 
the evening hours . Besides the food court, Christopher also utilizes the coffee 
shop to spend time with friends and relax. "Obviously coffee is the college 
students best friend especially going 8am to IOpm straight every night. It ' s  just 
another place to hang out, talk to friends and be with groups of people" (Figure 
5 . 1 6) .  
Figure 5 . 1 6, P l ,  Coffee Shop 
Having early morning classes and working in the same building as the 
coffee shop, Patty would stop by the coffee shop to either relax or make sure she 
has caffeine (Figure 5 . 1 7) .  
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I had a lot of Sam's ,  and I just feel like it' s an okay place to relax and 
stuff. I 'm just an avid coffee drinker so anywhere that has coffee I ' ll go to. 
And it' s in the union, so now that my office is here I kind of just go down 
there whenever I 'm feening. 
Figure 5 . 17 ,  P3, Coffee Shop 
Outdoor Locations. Being a Midwestern, rural campus, the institution has 
a lot of open space to utilize. There are several areas selected by students in this 
study that are utilized to spend time with friends, relax, and just hang out when 
there is free time. The first location is a grassy quad (Figure 5 . 1 8) in the south part 
of campus.  Christopher lives and works in that area, and takes advantage of the 
wide-open space. 
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There are lots of different events going on. You know movies in the south 
quad, first night which I got to be the emcee for which was really fun. 
Frisbee, ultimate, football, lots of fun things and when the quad is flooded 
I have a skim board in my room and I take it out and skim on the flooding. 
Again, it' s  something you can do to keep yourself occupied when you 
have free time. 
Andrew utilized the same space as a freshman, but he continued to spend time 
there throughout his college career. 
This is positive to me; it is literally where like every campus event goes 
on. It ' s  just so big and you're down there with 4 residence halls and there 
are always people out there. Every year I 've been here, opening weekend 
has been there except this fall semester. And we still considered it a 
positive look for campus because students are also able to walk by and 
meet new people and also just be able to hang out. 
Figure 5 . 1 8 , P l ,  Grassy Quad 
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Figure 5 . 1 9, P3 , Grassy Quad 
Located near the grassy quad is an area of campus that Andrew also used 
to spend time in but does not frequently walk past it as much anymore, but felt as 
if it was an impactful place to him. Between two academic buildings is a walkway 
that has benches, tables, and steps for students to sit on and hang out. The space is 
often used by student groups (Figure 5 .20) . 
It' s an area that many campus groups advertise, recruit, and just talk to 
people. I don' t  think it really has a real meaning, positive or negative. I 
rarely go that way anymore because of my class schedule, but when I do, I 
use it as a positive because there ' s  always something enlightening to get 
students involved in. 
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Figure 5 .20, P4, Walkway 
Near the recreation center, there is an outdoor running path that was talked 
about by two participants .  Christopher and Thomas both took photos and spoke of 
this outside running trail . Christopher uses this trail "five times a week. I 'm 
training for an iron man, and it ' s  just a nice place to go.  I don' t  know if you 've 
ever just gone for a walk out there, it' s a really nice place" (Figure 5 .2 1 ) . Just like 
the recreation center, getting physical exercise happens on this trail for 
Christopher. Thomas, a student athlete, also talked about his use of this trail 
(Figure 5 .22) as a place to relieve stress and work on himself physically as well as 
help a teammate out. 
He' s  working on dropping a little bit in weight so I get up and run with 
him, make sure he' s  up in time. He sometimes does the same for me and 
makes sure I 'm up and running with him, so it' s  just another place we can 
build strength as a team and individuals. So that' s how I view the pond 
because we run around that trail back there. 
Figure 5 .2 1 ,  P l ,  Running Trail 
Figure 5 .22, P2, Running Trail 
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The campus has outdoor locations that students can go to with friends, 
student groups,  classes, etc. for enjoyment. Near the running trail is an outdoor 
fire-pit that is available for students to use. It is a place that Christopher often 
goes to with his residents from his floor. 
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It' s  a photo of the fire pit (Figure 5 .23) ,  and campus pond specifically. 
There' s  been multiple times in the past year that we' ll grab a group of 
guys, start a fire, roast some marshmallows and have a good time. For my 
floor, we had a marshmallow cookout. So, this is just another place to kind 
of hang out and relax. It' s  right by the pond and a nice place to go. 
Figure 5 .23 ,  P l ,  Fire Pit 
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On the opposite end of campus from the other open grassy area is the 
north side quad. The north end of campus is where Patty' s  freshman residence 
hall was located. She often spent time in this area her freshman year talcing 
photos, reading books, or just enjoying the warm weather. To Patty, this open area 
represented what a college campus was all about (Figure 5 .24). 
I just remember freshman year I would take photos here and send them to 
my parents . When it was nice out I 'd go out there, and they'd  be like "oh, 
that' s what college is like." When I lived in [freshman residence hall] , I 
would go out there and listen to music, read, and stuff like that when it 
was obviously nice out and not freezing cold. 
Within the north quad, there is a sitting bench (Figure 5 .25) that Patty would 
spend time at. 
This actually has the bench in it where I would sit. In the fall is when I 
remember talcing the bulk of the pictures to send to my family. It looked 
really pretty with the trees changing colors . I would walk down this way 
all the time when I lived in [freshman residence hall] . 
Figure 5 .24, P3 , Grassy Quad 
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Figure 5 .25 ,  P3, Bench in Grassy Quad 
Iconic Places. Many campuses have iconic locations, and that is no 
different than the campus Christopher, Thomas, Patty, and Andrew live on. 
Christopher and Andrew described a place on campus that has giant steps (Figure 
5 .26). The steps are located in the middle of campus and Christopher describes 
them as "a place where people hang-out, lay out and tan, do homework, play 
guitar, something like that. I've done all that except lay out and tan. Again you 
see people gathered on these steps all hours of the steps." Much like in the student 
union where Andrew had a negative experience, he also discussed the negativity 
in the same place Christopher enjoys. This location is another place that is 
designed for students to gather with friends.  However, Christopher shared that he 
often finds students talking negatively about other students in this location. 
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The positive is that there are a lot of events going on, especially during the 
early fall semester and late spring when the weather begins to break. It 
gives an outlet for students to get outside and do homework, connect with 
old friends, or even meet new people. On the negative side of things, there 
are a lot of times when large groups of people are sitting there and just 
don' t  want to walk by because they feel like people will talk about them or 
you know even point out a flaw or challenge about that person. 
Figure 5 .26, P l ,  Steps 
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Figure 5 .27, P4, Steps 
Inside the building with the steps is the fine arts area of the institution. 
This building is one of the newest on campus, and a place where students, such as 
Thomas enjoy being in (Figure 5 .28).  A large portion of the interior of the 
building is lined with mirrors, and the building is centrally located, so even 
students who are not art majors walk through the building. Thomas described one 
particular aspect of the building he liked best: 
You can walk through the [mirrored] halls and see yourself without even 
having to go to the restroom. You can already know how you looking 
walking to class .  Get done eating at the union, check to see if you have 
any pizza crust on your face, you' re good ! 
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Figure 5 .28 ,  P2, Art Building 
There is a building on campus that looks like a castle. This is the 
administration building and is the face of the institution. One of the campus logos 
incorporates the image of this building, and people in the community identify 
with this iconic structure. Patty took a photo of it and explains (Figure 5 .29), 
I just remember coming here for the first time and from far away all the 
way down the road you can see it, and I was like okay there ' s  nothing here 
but my mom was like "hey here ' s  the castle." And I 'm like, "what I 'm 
going to be doing, living in it?" So the castle just represents EIU overall 
for me. I 've taken countless pictures in front of the gate just like everyone 
has . 
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Figure 5 .29, P3 , Castle 
How Students Use Campus Spaces 
Each participant specified reasons they took certain photos and from these 
photos they described very specific ways that they utilized the space. This section 
will delve into how Christopher, Thomas, Patty, and Andrew describe the use of 
the spaces discussed in the previous section. Specifically, it will discuss their 
activities in the spaces. 
Meeting New People. Having the opportunity to meet new people was 
identified by each of the participants. College gives people the opportunity to 
develop lifelong friendships, and the participants talked about how they have been 
able to do that in a variety of places. 
Living in a residence hall or other on-campus living location was 
identified by every participant in the study, and how the buildings provide the 
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opportunity for students to meet new people. As an RA, Christopher lives and 
works in the residence hall. At the beginning of the school year Christopher met 
all of his residents ; and living and working with his peers he has been able to 
make an impact in that building, and with his residents. He also described how 
his friends often gather in his room at night. For him, the residence hall has given 
him a unique ability to come together with residents, friends, and co-workers . 
Greek chapter houses are set up similarly on campus in regards to the 
amount of private rooms, a common area, and councils or other groups the 
students can join. Patty did not have a positive experience meeting people her 
freshman year in the residence hall, but starting her sophomore year, she had a 
new experience with friends when she moved to her chapter house. After going 
through freshman year without many close friends, she found her friends and her 
home when she moved to the sorority house. When talking to her, she consistently 
talked about how her chapter house was where she went to be with her closest 
friends.  Christopher also talked about interacting with his fraternity brothers in 
the chapter house and how he felt that this space was different from his residence 
hall even though he has never lived in the chapter house. 
Outdoor grassy quads are a place for students to gather, and on the 
participant' s  campus, it is a place where students can meet other fellow students 
when they are new at the institution. Two of the participants identified this spot 
on campus and talked about how it hosts many of the events that take place within 
the first six weeks of each academic year, as well as random gatherings 
throughout the year. The opening week events are part of new student orientation, 
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and the participants talked about how meeting new people is what happens in this 
space, and how they continue to use the space beyond orientation. 
Spend Time With Friends. The participants in this study spoke often 
about spending time with their friends and peers in many of the spaces they 
photographed. In addition to the on-campus living locations being a place to meet 
new people, it is also a place where they establish their friends groups, they 
continue to hang out with them in those buildings. Included in on-campus living 
are the fraternity and sorority houses owned by the university. Christopher 
identified his chapter house as another place he spends times with friends, much 
like the residence hall. "It ' s  like a brotherhood and just where I know my friends 
are . I know that if l ever need help that 's  where I can go and get it." 
Andrew talks about the positive and negative aspects to various locations 
on campus where students tend to hang-out with one another. On campus, there is 
an iconic set of large steps that everyone on campus is familiar with and plays 
host to a variety of different groups of people. Andrew took a picture (Figure 
5 . 1 8) of the steps which are in the middle of campus and allow people to be 
together enjoying the sun, working on homework, listening to music, playing 
music, watching people go by, or just relaxing. Christopher has had great 
experiences in the location, and recalls a night where he spent time with friends 
on the steps until the early morning hours eating food and just hanging-out. These 
same steps that Christopher talked positively about, also brought negativity to 
people, and Andrew in particular. Andrew also hangs out on those steps with 
friends especially in the early fall and late spring when the weather is nice. 
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According to him, "it gives an outlet for students to get outside and do homework, 
connect with old friends, or even meet new people." That being said, when he is 
with friends, he has overheard other "people sitting there and just don't want to 
walk by because they feel like people will talk about them or you know even 
point out a flaw or challenge about that person." As much as he tries to enjoy 
himself, there are students that ruin the experience for others. He talked about 
sitting there with friends and hearing these unwanted conversations. 
Student unions are designed as a building with many places within it for 
students to use, and often times they are found in the middle of campus. 
Christopher, and Andrew both spoke about the student union as a place to meet 
with friends to socialize, eat, and relax. The student union coffee shop, lounges, 
and different spaces offer a great place in the middle of campus where friends can 
meet during the day, evening, or night. Christopher talks about his very fond 
memories in the union with friends in the food court. His friends have the same 
table they sit at every time they go, and he talked about how the table reminds 
him of television shows where the characters have "their table" at either a coffee 
shop, restaurant, or bar. 
Andrew often spends time in the union with friends in the lounge, but 
wishes he could utilize it more effectively with his friends, sharing "I know some 
students will look out the windows and point out flaws and challenges, of students 
or even faculty and staff when they walk by. It' s  supposed to be a common study 
area." 
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Places That Promote Learning. This study took place at an institution of 
higher learning, so it should not be a surprise that the students in this study would 
talk about the impact the spaces have on their learning. These spaces included 
academic, non-academic, and living spaces. 
The library is a space on campus that participants talked about utilizing. 
The library is a place where learning takes place; and Patty described it is a place 
where she can sit down and focus on her academics. During her freshman year 
living in the residence hall, she would frequently attend the library to find a quiet 
place to study. She talked about it was a place she could escape to from her 
residence hall and work on school work and other things. The library is also a 
place Thomas talked about visiting as both a part of his required homework plan, 
and as a comforting and quiet place to study alone or with friends. 
In addition to the library, a place that helps students learn is tutoring and 
academic centers; and for student athletes like Thomas, the academic center for 
student athletes represents the place for him to study with people who are there to 
help him succeed. As previously stated, Thomas is required to spend several hours 
a week at the academic center, and has realized that this space was significant to 
his success in the classroom. 
We're not forced, because even if l didn't get study hall hours I'd be in 
there anyways. The tutors are very helpful, they help you out and make 
sure things are going well with class and it' s another quiet spot to be in 
where they don't really allow you to overdue it, even though some kids 
overdue it in there . It' s  another place to get your homework done or print 
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papers out if you have an assignment due. It' s  a quick place right outside 
our dorm. 
As identified above, learning takes place outside of the classroom, and 
many students take on leadership positions that assist in building a student' s  
future and develop the student in  co-curricular ways. Patty i s  a student who is 
involved in student government, and took a picture of her office and talked about 
the experiences she has within the office. She describes it as a home, but being 
student speaker of the house means that she is learning and developing in this 
space. As a political science major, Patty wants to have a career in government, 
but to secure a job;  she will need experience in the field prior to applying. She 
talked about there being no better place in college for a political science major 
than student government. As stated above, she describes her experience in her 
office like being home. She found an area of study that she loves, and the 
experience as student speaker of the house has given her a insight into her dream 
career. 
Another out of classroom experience is in the NAACP room that educates 
Andrew and allows him to grow as a leader and advocate for what he believes in. 
Andrew is heavily involved in the organization and is even a past president of his 
university chapter. In presenting the photo, Andrew talked about how his group 
uses this meeting space to come together and have difficult conversations, share 
perspectives, and identify solutions for the difficult problems his organization 
faces at the local and national level . His group has the opportunity to also learn in 
this space about these issues together. 
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The NAACP room is not only a place for Andrew to learn and discuss his 
passions, but also a place where he can go to be with people who share the same 
interests. Working as a member of the NAACP, Andrew has the opportunity to go 
to an area right on campus to talk about the societal issues and the difficulties 
African Americans are facing. 
Academic buildings are obvious places learning takes place, but only one 
participant specifically took a picture of and spoke about his experience in an 
academic building. Christopher talked about his experience with his own 
academic buildings. As a science major, he spends time in the life science 
building and even though, as stated by Christopher, the building itself has 
downfalls, "It 's  a place where we get stuff down, but at the same time it could be 
a lot better experience." 
Stress relief was mentioned by many of the participants as a way they 
utilize the spaces they took pictures of for this study. Part of coming to college is 
learning to relieve stress that comes with the academic rigor, and some students 
have to identify ways to manage their stress. The technique of relieving stress is 
different for everybody, and that remains true for Christopher, Thomas, Patty, and 
Andrew. The recreation center is a place on campus that resonated with 
Christopher and Thomas. Christopher used the space to disconnect and just put on 
headphones and shoot baskets. As a college basketball player, Thomas is 
constantly on a basketball court, and that is what he loves to do. For him his use 
goes beyond practice with his team, and playing a game, it is also about getting 
better and making improvements to his game. 
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I see this as a positive outlet because students come to bring their views. I 
think it' s really cool, us as college students and collegiate students, we 
come together weekly to discuss sometimes and also come up with some 
solutions that help the topics and the national level. 
Students Connection to Campus Space 
So far, the specific spaces utilized by participants have been discussed as 
well as activities that take place in those spaces. The next section will focus on 
how the students describe their connections to the spaces and what the space 
represents to them in relation to their sense of belonging. The previous section 
and this section are similar, but the distinct difference is the connection they feel 
compared to what they do in the space. 
Home. Home can mean many things to different people and in this study 
as participants described their connection to the spaces they took pictures of many 
of them and made statements about feeling at home in the space. The feeling of 
being at home comes in many different ways, and for the participants in the study 
this was true. Some referred directly to the places they lived as home in addition 
to other spaces on campus. 
Residence halls were one place the participants described as feeling at 
home. For Christopher, a residence hall is where he lives and works, so his 
residence hall has truly become his home. 
This is the building I work and live in. It ' s  the place, basically, where I 
work. All sorts of meetings, all sorts of games with my floor, I mean you 
saw earlier how that 1 guy treated me on my floor, they are all like that. 
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It' s  hard not to love them. This is just where so much happens in my life 
right now, so it' s important to get a picture of it. 
Even though he feels like his residence hall has become his home, it is not 
always his favorite place to be. According to Christopher, sometimes it feels more 
like just a place of work. "I love the task of it, I love some of the aspects of being 
an RA I 'd  have to say, it' s a lot of work." 
The feeling of home does not always develop quickly for students because 
it is a feeling that cannot be forced. It happens when students find their niche and 
figure out where they belong. That is something that did not develop for Patty 
until she moved into her chapter house in her sophomore year. Although she took 
a picture of her freshman residence hall she did not describe it as making her feel 
at home. However, when Patty described how she felt in the sorority house she 
described it as a place she felt at home. The feeling of home continued for Patty 
as she talked about her office for her position on student senate. 
Stress Relief. Similarly to the feeling of being at home, the participants' 
photographed places on campus that help them relieve stress. For instance, the 
basketball court is one of those places Thomas identified as a place he goes to 
relieve stress and disconnect from everything around him. Christopher also spoke 
of going to the gym and finding a quiet court to practice on away from everyone. 
During her first year, Patty talked about going outside and even pointed out the 
bench (Figure 5 .25) she would sit on and take time for herself or to connect with 
her family through photos and messages. 
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Negativity. Not every location or experience in college is positive, and the 
participants photographed spaces that are not, from their perspective always 
positive. Even though there are negative feelings in various locations, the 
participants in the study have all had a positive experience at their institution 
overall. Christopher talked about the science building that he spends time in for 
class makes him and other classmates feel uncomfortable and even unsafe at 
times. 
I mentioned at the beginning of this interview that some places would tum 
people away from EIU, but I feel as if this is one of those that need to be 
renovated. I know it' s  tough with budgets but it kind of seems like it' s  
falling apart. We have the equipment and technology that teach us  what 
we need to know, but maybe not the cleanest environment. 
It doesn' t  feel very homey to me, it' s  kind of sketchy, and that's  probably 
a good way of putting it. There are a couple floors with wires hanging 
from the ceiling. There are no ceiling tiles or anything. It' s a place where 
we get stuff down, but at the same time it could be a lot better experience. 
The science building itself is what brought negativity to the campus, but 
sometimes it is people in spaces that create negative feelings. Much like how it is 
difficult for every building on a campus to create positive experiences, there are 
people who bring negativity to situations and places. Andrew talked about 
negativity on multiple occasions throughout the interview process. Negativity was 
brought to his life by students who would hang out in common areas and talk 
amongst themselves in the form of making mean comments about other students 
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who would walk past him. For Andrew, this greatly affected his experience, and 
because of it, he avoids certain places on campus. 
Influence on Satisfaction at the Institution 
The spaces students use, the activities that occur, and the feelings they 
have in those spaces all result in an overall satisfaction level at the institution. 
This portion of the discussion will explore how participants described the spaces 
as it related to their satisfaction at the institution. 
Size of the Institution and Town. When potential college students are 
searching for the college or university to attend, size of the school and size of the 
town can play a major factor. Throughout the interview process, participants 
mentioned this as they responded to questions regarding their selection of this 
institution. All of the participants in this study came from towns two to three 
hours away, and in most cases the towns they came from were larger and in more 
urban settings than the location of the institution. All of the participants have had 
a good experience at their institution, so for those who had negative assumptions 
coming into their college career, they were able to get involved in things that 
helped create a positive overall experience. 
Patty who grew up in a large urban area talked about having a negative 
perspective about the size of the town, and how it played a factor in her selection 
and initial transition to the institution. 
It was a really big tum off for me, there was a point where I was like I 
can't go there, there is nothing there because I 'm used to going to the city 
a lot, you know shopping centers and stuff. 
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Patty may have come in with a less than positive mindset, but she was able 
to tum that perspective around as she became involved at the institution. Patty got 
involved in student government, and her sorority. All of her experiences changed 
her perspective and led to a more positive view of the institution. 
On the opposite end of the spectrum, growing up in a small town and 
looking to stay in a small town was a factor for Christopher in his college search 
process. It also continued to impact him during his college career. Christopher 
knew a large school would not be a good fit. Even though he knew it would not 
work out, he applied to large urban schools, but settled on the research institution. 
I wanted to go somewhere bigger, but coming from a small town in 
southern [state] I didn't want to come anywhere too big so that kind of 
eliminated a lot of schools for me. I also didn't want to go to a big city, 
you know. I felt most comfortable, and actually when I came to 
[university] for my tour I remember my tour guides name, she did an 
amazing job and I felt at home and I knew this is where I would belong. 
Christopher came to his university with a positive mindset about the 
campus and that has continued throughout his career. As he spoke of his 
involvement outside of the classroom it was evident that he has had a positive 
experience. 
Distance from home. In addition to the size of school and size of town is 
how far away the institution is from their hometown. As evidenced by Patty, 
distance from home plays a role in recruitment. Patty was originally looking to 
stay close to home at a community college; however she ended up having a 
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wonderful collegiate experience. When going through high school and the college 
search process, Christopher knew he did not want to move too far away. He spoke 
about how he was accepted at schools a little bit farther away from home, but did 
not strongly consider them because of the distance. Similarly, the institution 
Thomas is at is also not far from home. 
Condition of Facilities. There were a couple times throughout discussion 
where participants talked about the facilities they took pictures of and the 
condition of the spaces. Christopher talked about the impact the science building 
has had on his experience. The building he photographed is one of the oldest on 
campus, and it has not been renovated for several years. Christopher has many 
classes in this building, but since it is falling apart, it makes it difficult for him to 
have a positive experience in the classroom. 
I know it' s tough with budgets but it kinda seems like it' s falling apart. 
We have the equipment and technology that teach us what we need to 
know, but maybe not the cleanest environment. I remember last year I had 
an anatomy class and asked to take a peak of the cadaver, and we walked 
in someone didn't shut down the facility property, and the whole body 
molded through. So incidents likethat kind of turn people away form the 
school. 
Despite the lack of renovated facilities to the science building that he 
spends a lot of time in, and despite a moldy cadaver, Christopher spoke highly of 
the institution and his experiences throughout the interview. 
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Patty lived in the oldest residence hall in the state, and due to the age of 
the building, the facilities are not as updated compared to other residence halls. 
The building does not have air conditioning, and the institution has put off some 
renovations for several years. As previously stated, Patty did not have a great 
experience in that building and part of that was because the condition of the 
facility. "It was kind of an adjustment for me, and there was no air conditioning, 
and I hate the heat." Patty also talked about how difficult it was to do laundry 
because the laundry room is in the basement of the old building. As the interview 
with Patty went on it was clear that she enjoyed her overall experience at the 
institution despite some of the challenging aspects she presented. 
The basketball gym is a location that Thomas spoke about in the interview 
process. When asked about his opinions of the gym, he had nothing but positive 
things to say. 
I like the facility for how it is, but it' s always good being in this facility 
looking up. I like how it' s set up as pretty much like a dome. I just like 
being on that court looking up seeing the fans cheering for us, so it' s  
always good. 
People at the Institution. Through conversation with participants, one 
thing became clear; the people they occupy the space with directly affect the 
experiences. Each participant spoke about spending time with people in the spaces 
they photographed. Campus is where their friends are, and the spaces which allow 
them to spend time together. 
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Thomas spoke about the relationships he built with his teammates and 
coaches. They are the ones who brought him to campus and they are the ones who 
kept him here, "I liked how everyone on campus are friendly, teachers and 
coaches and tutors are willing to help out and aren't  here for you. No one has ever 
turned their back on me so far." Thomas took photos of the places that most 
reminded him of the bonds he has with his teammates and coaches, and the photos 
are of the basketball court, basketball gym, outdoor track, and the tutoring center. 
Christopher who has built his bonds with friends, women's  basketball 
team, co-workers, fraternity brothers, and students on his floor as an RA, talked 
about interacting with people in various locations on campus like his residence 
hall and the recreation center. Patty has her sorority sisters, roommates, and co­
workers. Andrew has the other members of NAACP, and students he tutors. 
Summary 
The participant 's  photographs and stories of how specific locations on 
campus provide a better understanding of what it takes to create a sense of 
belonging and comfort at the institution. The physical space plays a factor in their 
success and well being, but ultimately, it was the connections with the people 
around them that had the greatest impact. The students in the study took some 
similar pictures, but the key overlapping idea is that the people at the institution 
had the biggest impact. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Discussion 
The purpose of the study was to investigate the sense of belonging from 
the perspective of a student by looking at the importance campus space plays in a 
student' s  college experience. Utilizing qualitative research, participants were 
provided with cameras and asked to photograph the spaces that created an impact 
on their experience at a Midwest, midsize public institution. The next step in the 
research was interviewing the participants and discussing how they specifically 
used those spaces. By analyzing the photographs and interview transcripts, the 
researcher was able to identify how students describe their use of these different 
spaces. 
According to Moos ( 1 986), there is a suitable amount of information 
regarding the impact that campus environments have on students, but there is 
something missing regarding the ways to achieve the impact. The aim of this 
study was to fill some of those gaps. Institutional fit as defined by McMillian and 
Chavis ( 1 996) is the level of connection a student feels towards their university, 
and is a big proponent to the persistence of a student at an institution and may 
determine their level of success. Sense of belonging can be defined as the sense of 
community that members feel when they are in an environment and around other 
members (McMillian and Chavis, 1 996). 
Places That Impact Experience. This study focused on four participants 
with different backgrounds, interests, majors, and campus involvement. The 
differences among participants resulted in each one of them taking photographs of 
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locations that are closely associated with those things they are involved in on 
campus. Every participant lived on campus for at least one year, and that resulted 
in three of the four participants taking photos of their residence hall from their 
first year on campus. Christopher was an RA, therefore he spent more time taking 
photos of his residence hall as well as discussing it during the interview portion. 
He was the only participant to take a photo inside of his residence hall room, 
possibly because he spends more time there than other people and it has had a 
large impact on his college experience. 
Although some of the photos looked similar, the descriptions of how they 
use that space were different. The reason they were different is because each 
student experiences things differently based upon who they are as a person, their 
interests, their friend groups, where they live, and what they study. 
Impact of Those Spaces. Previous research by Strange and Banning 
(200 1 )  states that the effect of space can be positive or negative depending on 
each individual user; however, in today' s society, positive behaviors will be a 
result of a space they are attracted to in terms of design, layout, and openness. 
This was found to be true as the students studied spent time in some of the same 
spaces but experienced those spaces very differently. For instance, Christopher 
had very positive experiences with friends in the student union and outside on the 
steps, while Andrew had very negative experiences in the same space. 
Christopher and Andrew interacted in the same space but were interacting with 
two different subcultures. Christopher was with students who identify with the 
Academic Subculture, and Christopher with the Vocational or Nonconformist 
Subculture. 
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Christopher described how he and his friends spent time together their and 
how it was a part of their interactions with one another. He enjoyed the enclosed 
space in which only he and his friends could enjoy, while Andrew talked about 
how his peers would become rather judgmental in those spaces, making it a space 
he did not enjoy as much. His friends sat out in the open space and observed what 
other groups of people were doing. 
The residence hall experience was also different for every participant. 
While Patty struggled to connect in her first year residence hall environment, 
Christopher and Andrew both enjoyed their time in the residence halls very much 
and this was due largely to their interactions with the people around them. 
Christopher talked about how his friends would come and hang out with him 
while he was working in his residence hall. And once Patty moved in to her 
sorority house as a sophomore her experience was much better and that was due 
largely to the people with whom she lived. This was not due to the space of the 
environment; it was because for these students, the influence of people 
outweighed the impact of space. 
Varying levels of facility conditions was a factor in how well a student 
learned and lived. One participant described less than ideal classroom conditions 
in the biological sciences building. Often times, the facility conditions are 
impacted by the age of the institution and the financial resources the campus has 
to maintain things. According to Suttell (2007), facilities can have a large impact 
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on recruitment and retention. As learned in this study, they also have a lasting 
impact on their experience. More importantly though the students talked about the 
personal interactions they had with people that appeared to have a greater 
influence on the student experience than the condition of the facilities. 
No matter the distance from home, all of the participants succeeded in 
their environment, and being far away from home or close to home did not have 
as much of an impact on their satisfaction than they originally anticipated. There 
were greater factors at play than the distance from home. As learned in the study, 
the experiences they had with friends outweighed and helped them overcome the 
distance from home factor. 
Individual/Personal Connections. The common theme to each 
participant' s  experiences in space is whom they are with, in those environments 
and the interactions that happen there. The individual and personal connections 
that they were able to make stood out as the most impactful. McMillian and 
Chavis ( 1 996), talked about the sense of belonging being created from the feeling 
when they are in an environment and around other members. As talked about with 
the condition of facilities, it did not matter if it was the most rundown building or 
the newest one, the interactions they had with others is what they reflected on, and 
few spoke of any negative interactions. 
Patty found a home when she moved into her sorority house, even though 
when living in a residence hall had a very similar setup. She was still living 
amongst all women in tight spaces, sharing a bathroom on the same campus; 
however, when she moved in to the sorority house the interactions with those she 
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lived with created a much different experience. Students arrive on campus 
searching for their place on campus, and often times that is in the residence hall 
(Roskos & Sickler, 20 1 3) .  For the participants in this study, the residence hall was 
the first environment they encountered. However, their level of involvement with 
those around them impacted their use and level of satisfaction within the space. 
They each spoke about people they interacted with in these spaces more than the 
space itself. For Christopher, he described what he did with his friends in the 
residence hall. Thomas talked more about his teammates in the basketball gym 
than the actual space he was playing in. Patty connected with her sorority sisters 
when she moved into the chapter house, when during her first year she struggled 
to find her sense of belonging. Andrew was comfortable right away at his 
institution because he was familiar with people at the institution and was able to 
make more connections with friends. 
Recommendations for Student Affairs Professionals 
After reflecting on the findings of the present research and previous 
studies conducted on this topic, the following are recommendations for student 
affairs professionals to improve their understanding a student' s sense of belonging 
as it relates to the spaces students occupy. The findings from this research can 
help professionals create locations around campus that promote positive 
interactions and experiences for students. Key members to the improvement of 
space are student affairs professionals because they are the people that work with 
the students every day and have the ability to understand and react to their needs. 
Space can be created where students feel comfortable, motivated, positive, and 
happy. 
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Understand the Impact Space Has. Prospective college students put a 
high emphasis on the importance of physical features of a campus and these are 
often one of the most critical factors in a successful first impression (Sturner, 
1 973, Thelin & Yankovich, 1 987). When students arrive on campus they are 
expecting the campus to look the same and for a community amongst their peers 
in their residence hall, classroom, and extra-curricular activities. Institutions need 
to be intentional in what they show and tell students about the campus and what 
they experience once on campus. This requires institutions to know what spaces 
their students are occupying, what they do in that space, who they spend time with 
in these various locations, and their level of satisfaction with the space. Their 
voices need to be heard by professionals who have the ability to intentionally 
create spaces that support the development of a community. 
By taking time to understand the impact spaces have on a students' life, 
student affairs professionals will have the ability to create these intentional 
community promoting spaces. Each student finds space that impacts them, and 
factors that come into play are their interests and comfort level with the 
university. Therefore, student affairs professionals need to take the time to 
understand the various types of students their institution recruits and attracts. 
Also, taking the time to know each student individually will assist in providing 
the best space possible. If student affairs professionals know the different types of 
space needed and the ways in which the students connect with one another in 
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these spaces, then more students can be accommodated. If they understand that 
the most important factor in creating welcoming space is the people students 
surround themselves with that will go a long way. It is still important to create 
intentional spaces, but understanding that they merely serve as a catalyst to 
creating that sense of community and belonging the students are looking for, then 
they can find ways to accommodate all students. 
Know the Role Space Has in Building Community. Students are 
looking for a community of friends when they are enrolled in college, and space 
has the ability to create that community. For housing professionals, one of the 
main goals is to create a welcoming environment and community for all students, 
therefore housing professionals need to understand what spaces students succeed 
in. The participants in this study talked about the impact their residence hall 
experience had on their overall satisfaction with their university, and that was 
either positive or negative based upon the community they felt within the hall. 
Sense of belonging plays a large role in the retention of students. 
Approximately 22% of first-year college students do not return to school for their 
sophomore year and approximately 50% of students complete their degree in five 
years (ACT, 20 1 4) If student affairs professionals understand how the 
environments they create impacts the building of community, it will lead to higher 
retention and graduation. The more students feel they belong, the more likely they 
are to stay at their institution. 
Given the knowledge this study produced, student affairs professionals 
should take this and lead the way for their students. They should demonstrate the 
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importance of building relationships during meetings and with the collaboration 
of other departments. When a certain space is involved, student affairs 
professionals need to understand that changing a meeting time or location has the 
potential to change the way a student behaves in the new, unfamiliar space. If a 
student is negatively responding to a space, then the location should change. On 
the flip side of that, if there is a campus space that sparks creativity and 
productivity, then it will be important to keep meeting in the same space. 
Based on the research and findings that show students do not need new 
and expensive spaces, student affairs professionals should strongly consider 
rearranging room furniture, or adding a simple and cheaper item to a room if they 
notice a space has been the same way for a long time. Doing so will save a 
department money and time. 
Recommendations for Future Studies 
The following are recommendations for further exploration into the 
students' sense of belonging and the role space has on that. These 
recommendations were developed by the researcher. 
Different Institution. Replicating the study at a different institution will 
give a researcher the chance to learn about space at a similar university or a 
completely different one. This current research was conducted at a public, 
midsized, Midwestern institution, but if a study was conducted at a small, private 
urban school or a large, research, rural or public institution it would provide richer 
information about how size of the institution impacts sense of belonging. Not all 
institutions have the ability to create new spaces, however, all institutions have 
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the capability to understand their students and what spaces they spend time in, 
how they use it and how it makes them feel. Knowing this information means the 
institution can better recruit students who will be successful in their spaces. 
Larger Population. While this study was small with four participants, the 
topic could benefit from a large study with more participants. The researcher 
gained a lot of valuable information about the populations represented in this 
study, however if a larger study was conducted it could include more types of 
students involved in various activities. With a larger population it would also be 
likely to learn about many more spaces on campus that the students are using. 
One Population. On the opposite end of the spectrum, a study that 
focuses only on one population would be useful if a researcher is interested in 
learning a lot about one group of students. Studying varying populations provided 
insight to the researcher, but narrowing in on one population would produce 
fruitful results . For example, a study could be conducted on African American 
and underrepresented students. It would give the future researcher the chance to 
hone their understanding of a unique population. For instance, a study of students 
who live in a residence hall would be very useful in figuring out how to create the 
best possible community within this environment. The sense of belonging for 
students is crucial to a housing department because creating that sense of 
acceptance and belonging is what they set out to achieve. 
Commuter Students. An individual population that is important to a 
university' s  success is commuter students . Commuter students are unique because 
they do not spend as much time on campus as a traditional student who lives on 
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campus or lives near campus. Traditionally, commuter students are only on 
campus for class, so understanding how to create more spaces for this population 
would be helpful in attracting and retaining them to a university. 
Transfer Students. This current research did not include any students 
who transferred to the university, so a recommendation for another type of student 
to study is a student who began at another institution and transferred in. 
Understanding how this unique population of students connects with the 
institution in various spaces could provide some important insight. Transfer 
students are important to college enrollment numbers. Therefore, if student affairs 
professionals can have a greater understanding of their needs, it will contribute to 
the success of the university as well as their experience. 
Singular Class Standing. As the research showed, the experiences of the 
participants changed and developed as they moved through their college career. If 
a student affairs professional focuses on a group of students from a particular year 
in school, it will aid in a deeper understanding of what they are experiencing at 
different levels of their career. If the new research shows a particular pattern 
about the group, then the university can use that information to better cater to 
them. 
Marketing Campaign. Given the importance campus space plays to the 
recruitment of students, this research could be developed into a marketing 
campaign for a university. Showing students interacting in their environment has 
the potential to entice viewers. This campaign would be effective in a video or 
photography format. This might be hard to capture, but with the help from an 
institution' s marketing team, this could have great outcomes for an admission 
department. 
Conclusion 
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When trying to achieve an optimal environment, the critical construction 
and designing decisions should be in control by the people who live and function 
in the space. That is what this study set out to do. Research has taken place about 
sense of belonging, but this research tried to understand the impact that the space 
around students has on their sense of belonging. 
Student's  sense of belonging changes as they move through their college 
career. Often times it starts in the residence hall they live in their first year. The 
spaces change that have the most impact as they move through college based 
upon what they get involved with or new people they meet along the way. The 
students in this study had not fully reflected on their experiences until the 
interview process. For them, it was a great opportunity to think about their college 
Journey. 
Each student in the study identified people as they spoke about the spaces 
they had photographed. The spaces were conduits to meet new people, hang out 
with friends, a place to relieve stress, and places to learn. Even though those four 
things were the main goals of each space, without the correct people with them, it 
would not have been as successful. 
Personally, as the researcher I have a greater understanding of students 
and the journey they go on in college. This study gave me the opportunity to 
reflect on my own journey through school as an undergrad and how I made 
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meaning of the places around me. I came into the research not knowing what I 
was going to find, but the results make me feel good about where I am as a 
student affairs professional. I have a deeper understanding of what student' s  need 
to succeed in the college environment. Even though creating a new space will not 
always help students find their belonging, it will be the spark for healthy 
conversation and a space for students to spend time in. I can relate to some of the 
participant 's  journeys, and I am proud of how far some of them had to come to 
create their place at their institution. I believe the suggestion to replicate this study 
at another institution, with a larger population, one population, commuter 
students, transfer students, and singular class standing, and create a marketing 
campaign will benefit any university willing to take on a project like this. 
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Appendix A 
Instructions for Research 
I would like to thank you for your willingness to participate in this research study. 
I truly appreciate it, and I hope you will get a positive reaction from it as I believe 
I will. The purpose of the study is to investigate the institutional fit and sense of 
belonging from the perspective of a student by looking what spaces create the 
highest sense of connection to the institution, and how students are specifically 
using those spaces. To do so, you will use the disposable camera I have provided 
to capture the places on campus that you actively use and spend your time in. 
These places can have a positive impact on your EIU experience, or even a 
negative one. You might be asking, why photography? Why not a normal research 
project and give me a survey? Well, I believe that this will give you the 
opportunity to be creative and this unique method of allow you to take me, the 
researcher, to those places through your photos. 
Step 1 :  Spend time thinking about where you spend your time on campus, 
and go to those places and take photos.  Photos can be taken of buildings, 
your residence hall, lounges, your residence hall room, the quads, the 
library, etc. ,  but please DO NOT TAKE PHOTOS OF PEOPLE (where 
they can be identified). I would suggest carrying the camera with you for 
a couple of days and when you see something, you can have the camera 
readily available. 
Step 2: Step 2: When you have completed photography, send me an email 
at spsheptoski@eiu.edu to return this envelope to me. Please have the 
photos taken within a week of receiving this packet. 
Step 3 :  After I have looked at the photos, I will schedule a time with you 
to sit down and talk about your experience with the camera. This 
conversation will be in an interview form, and will be voice recorded. 
Step 4: Have FUN! 
This study has been approved the Eastern Illinois Institutional Review Board. 
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Appendix B 
Consent to Participate 
You are invited to participate in a research study Relationship Between Campus 
Environment and Student Sense of Belonging conducted under the guidance of 
Sean Sheptoski (IRB# . . .  ) from the Counseling and Student Development 
Department at Eastern Illinois University under the direction of Dr. Dianne 
Timm. Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. Please ask questions 
about anything you do not understand, before deciding whether or not to 
participate. 
You have been asked to participate in this study because you a second year 
undergraduate student living in the residence halls here at Eastern Illinois 
University. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the institutional fit and sense of 
belonging from the perspective of a student by looking at the importance campus 
space plays in a student' s  college experience by looking at what spaces create the 
highest satisfaction, and how students are specifically using those spaces. 
Procedures 
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to : 
1 .  Take photos of places around campus that are meaningful to you. 
2.  Participate in a 30 to 45 minute interview after photos have been taken. 
Potential Risks and Discomforts 
There are no known risks to participating in this study. A possible discomfort to 
you is when we delve into your personal feelings toward campus. 
Potential Benefits to Subjects and/or to Society 
The benefits to you as a member of this research study are limited to none, 
however, your insight will assist the student researchers in providing timely 
feedback to various areas of campus about the undergraduate student experience. 
You will have the opportunity to learn about the campus layout and how it makes 
you feel . The university will benefit from your feedback and will have further 
knowledge about improving campus facilities. 
Confidentiality 
Any information that is obtained in connection with this study and that can be 
identified with you will remain confidential and will be disclosed only with your 
permission or as required by law. Confidentiality will be maintained by means of 
coding, this coding will assign each participant with a Letter and Number 
representing the researcher (Letter) and participant (Number) . Only the 
interviewing researcher will know the name of you as the participant. In reporting 
results the coded letters and numbers may be changed to names that are not 
identifiable back to you as the participant. 
Participation and Withdrawal 
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Participation in this research study is voluntary and not a requirement or a 
condition for being the recipient of benefits or services from Eastern Illinois 
University or any other organization sponsoring the research project. If you 
volunteer to be in this study, you may withdraw at any time without consequences 
of any kind or loss of benefits or services to which you are otherwise entitled. 
There is no penalty if you withdraw from the study and you will not lose any 
benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. You may also refuse to answer any 
questions you do not want to answer. 
The investigator may withdraw you from this research if circumstances arise 
which warrant doing so. Reasons for withdrawal may include student leaving the 
institution or moving off campus. 
Identification of Investigators 
If you have any questions or concerns about this research, please contact: 
Sean Sheptoski at 920-470-4789 or spsheptoski@eiu.edu 
Rights of Research Subjects 
If you have any questions or concerns about the treatment of human participants in 
this study, you may call or write: 
Institutional Review Board 
Eastern Illinois University 
600 Lincoln Ave. 
Charleston, IL 6 1 920 
Telephone: (2 1 7) 5 8 1 -8576 
E-mail: eiuirb@www.eiu.edu 
You will be given the opportunity to discuss any questions about your rights as a 
research subject with a member of the IRB. The IRB is an independent committee 
composed of members of the University community, as well as lay members of 
the community not connected with EIU.  The IRB has reviewed and approved this 
study. 
I voluntarily agree to participate in this study. I understand that I am free to 
withdraw my consent and discontinue my participation at any time. I have been 
given a copy of this form. 
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Printed Name of Participant Date 
Signature of Participant Date 
I, the undersigned, have defined and fully explained the investigation to the above 
subject. 
Signature of Investigator Date 
Introductory Questions 
Appendix C 
Interview Protocol 
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Welcome and thank the participant for their willingness to participate in the 
photography section of the research study, and for being willing to conduct a 
follow up interview. Provide the participant with the informed consent. Show 
the participant the informed consent and go through it with them and ask if 
they have any questions. 
I. Demographic information will be gathered about all participants in my 
study and will not be used to identify you. Here the following questions. 
1 .  To ensure accuracy, please state your first and last name. 
2 .  Is  there a certain name you would like to be called in my study? 
3 .  What race/ethnicity to you identify with? 
4. What is your class standing? 
II. General and Introductory questions 
1 .  Thinking back to when you were in high school and looking into college, 
how did you make your decision to come to EIU? 
a. Did you go on a campus visit? 
b. What did you like? 
c. What did you dislike? 
2 .  Tell me about your first couple of weeks on campus. 
a. What did you do? 
b. Where did you go? 
c. Who did you do it with? 
3 .  What was your initial reaction to this project? 
4. What was your overall reaction to talcing the photos? 
III. Questions about the photos. These questions will be repeated for each 
photo. 
1 .  Tell me about this photo. 
a. What location is in the photo? 
b. Where were you? 
c. Who were you with, if anyone? 
d. What time of day was it? 
e. How satisfied are you with this space? 
f. Is it relaxing? 
g. Is it busy? 
h. Does it make you want to go there often? 
1 .  Do you have similar experiences elsewhere? 
IV. Next, the researcher will lay out all of the participant's photos on the 
table in front of them. 
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1 .  The researcher will ask the participant to pick out their 3 favorites. Why 
did you choose those? 
2 .  The researcher will ask the participant to pick out their 3 least favorites. 
Why did you choose those? 
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Closing 
1 .  So now that we're done, what is your overall reaction to the entire study? 
a. Is it what you expected? Why or why not? 
2 .  I s  there anything else you would like me to know? 
